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FOREWORD

Vocational education programs in the United States serve a diverse client& with a multitude
of progrims in complex and diverse settings: The diversity and complexity of these settings con-
tribute; in fact; to the federal policymakeCs dilemma: how to formulate federal educational policy
that is relevant in all settings:

Policy analysis, too. is complex and multi-opinionated. This dual complexity of programs and
policy analysis presents special.kroblems for developers of policy options. The policy analysts role
is seldom simple, but the search for policy alternatives that are meaningful and useable is an
essential undertaking if vocational edutation is to move forward.

t
Federal policymakers are the primary audience for this policy paper. However, state and local

policymakers should find the presentation of policy options and the discussion of their advantages
and disadvantages to be useful.

The National Center expresses its appreciation to Clyde F. Maurice, thepolicy paper' l.i.thor.
Dr.,Maurice is an Assistant Professor in the Department of Educational Leadership at _Florida,State
University. Originally from Trinidad, West Indies, he received a Ph.D. in VocationalEducation from
the Univers4 of Minnesota.

/..

TheNationalCenter expresses its appreciation to the f lowing individualswho reviewed Dr.
Maurice's policy paper: Dr. Donald M. Clark, National Associ tibn for Industry-EduCation Cooper-
ation; Dr. Melvin Dubnick, University of Kansas; and Dr. George McCall_University of Missouri-St.
Louis.

Valuable assistance in selecting the policy paper authors was provided by Dr Don Gentry;
Indiana State Director of Vocatiotialgducation; Wilbtirn Pratt; Kentucky State Director of Voca-
tional Educatioo(Dr Beryl Radin; University of Southern California; and National Center staff
members Dr. Morgan.Lewis, Dr. Wes Budke; Dr Juliet Miller; Dr Susan Imel; and Dr; Linda Lotto:,
Dr. William Dunn; University of Pittsburgh; conducted an inforrivative policy analysis seminar for
the paper authors. Additionally; National Center staff worked with the authors in identifying rele-,
vent literature.

The National Center is indebted to the staff members who worked on the study. The study was
conducted in the Information Systems Division, Dr. Joel Magisos; Associate Director. Dr. Floyd L.
McKinney, Senior Research Spebilist, served as Project Director and Alan Kohan as Giaduate
Research Associate. Dr. McKinney, a former secondary vocational education teacher, holds a
Ph.D. in vocational education from Michigan Statc University. He has served as a university coor-
dinator of graduate vocational education programs and as a division director`in a state department
of education. Mr. Kohan is a doctoral candidate in comprehensiye vocational education at The
Ohio State University and has a M.Ed. in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of Hawaii.
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PREFACE

.
, ,r

Federal policy'yokakers need to be aware of alternative policy options before they can make
decisions regarding the optimal resolution.Of critical prOblems in vocational education. By utilizing
the expertise of vocational educators, the policy opticWshould provide policymakers with infor-
mation regarding anticipated impact, advantages and disadvantages of each alternative.

' Recognithig this need of federal policymakers", he U.S. Department of Education; Office of
Vocational and A.dult Education (OVAE) requested at the National Center for Research in Voca-
tional Education conduct a study for the purpose d preparing policy analysis papers in eight prior-
ity areas of high national iraerest. The areas identified by OVAE were (1) private sector involve-

- ment with tke,ocational community, (2) entrepreneurship, (3) defense preparedness,-(4) high
technology,-(6) ybuth employment, (6) special needs of special populations, (7)excellence in edu-

f
cation, and (8) educational technology. . ,

-,,

10: accordance with the instruct ons received from the Office of Vocational and Adult Educe-,
tion, The National Center for Research in Vocational Education conducted a limited competitive
search for authors who would devefop policy;enalysis p4ers on the eight critical issues in voca-
tional education. Vocational education faculty members rom educational professionat develop-

: ment (EPD) institutions of higher education entered the competition by submitting a five-page
proposal: No proposals were received on the topic of defense preparednessAiNfter an extensive
internal arid external review process. eight authors were approved by t1te Assistant Secretary for
Vocational Education; U.S. Department of Education:

The authors were provided assistance in policy a is procedures, idenlificalion-of relevant
Iiteratu4e; and feedback on draft pars by polic an sts arid educato4. The authors presented
their papers at a seminar in Washington; D. or key federal vocational education policymakers.

Other policy papers produced in this series are: .

fie

George H. Copa, University of Minnesota
Vocttional Education and Youth Employment

Andrew A. Heling, East Texas State University
Alternative Training Options For Structurally Unemployed Older Workers

Dennis R. Herschbach, University of Maryland
Addressing Vocational Training and Retraining Through Educational Technology: Policy
Alternatives

Ruth P. rughes, as State University
Secortdary Voca ipnal Education: Imperative for Excellence
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This paper provides an analysis of policy options in the area of vocational-education/private-
sector (VE,PS) cToperation. Although its_ primary audience is federal policymakers, it is also
intended for state and local personnel who are concerned with strengthening the ties between
vocational education and the private sector.

_ P

The intent of the paper is to enable.policymakers to acquire an adeqUate background of
inforimation to enable them to make rational choices among suggested policy alternatives. Con-
sistent with this objective, anattempt was made to provide two types'of information: (1) informa-
tion to understand the content ofthe problem 1d (2) information to under-stand the environment
for pblicy development and implementation:.Thgether, these two streams of information provided
a foundation for recommending policy Options, as well as a backdrop for policy deliberation and
implementation.

_

The attempt to understand the context of current /BPS cooperative practice revealed that,
although the concept of cooperation is' simple and appealing; it is very difficult to implement: Sev-
eral factors seem to undermine the effectiveness of codperative activities. There is an historical
inability for education and industry to overcome inherent differences; current cooperative prac-
tices are described as "fragmentedAuplicative, and:ad hoc"; voluntarism as the basis for coopera-
tion sometimes detracts from the ability of Oocational education to maintain a consistent philosoph-
ical locus; and funds:are not available for vocational eduCation linkages activities. But these are
only a few of the problems. When coupled with other unde'rlying issues (e.g.; infringement of the
private sector in the training enterprise, determination of Who should bear the cost of training, the
perceived inability of vocational education to respond quicklylo technological changes), the dire
need for policy initiatives in this area is quite evident.

Prblic41 , hooi/ever, cannot be pursued before there is some in-depth consideration of policy
devektpmenttand implementation issues. A policy objective must be determined, the perspectives
of interest groups mtist be captured, the legal framework within which policies are to be imple-
mented must be understood, and the alternative policies must be analyzed in a variety of ways to
assess their feasibility.

w.
With these issues providing a frdmework, four policy optionsare set forth that give rise to

twenty-eight policy altesthatives. Using criteria and input from the field, these have been limited to
twelve"possible policy alternatives. They are as follows:

.
Vodational education planning requirements could be restructured to reflect the priority
given to vocational-education/private-sector cooperation.,

4 Incentives should be provided for local companies to support.vocatidilal education
programs.

It e





Government should partially.(or fully) fund a private-sector coordinafor at each postsec-
ondary vocational in,stitution.

Government should provide funds to Industry for professional updating of teathers.

Government should provide funds to encourage the development of multi-agency tech-
nology priority councils to develop training priorities.

Government should provide funds for large demonstration projects to develop and
implement vocational-education/private-sector cooperative structures to address specific
problems experienced in.vocational education.

Government should providelunds-lor development of a registry rzkf employees from "state-.
of-the-art" industrial facilities who would be available for loan to v ational institutions.

1

Government should sponsor speciality training centers or centers of excellence for each
vocational education program area in each state. These should be industry based and
indUstry controlled.

Incentives should be provided for the initiation of adopt-a-program cooperative relation-
ships to secure industry support for vocational programs.

Government should create a vocational-education/private-sector cooperation foundation
in each state through the funds secured from a small corporate tax.

Government should provide the fiscal encouragement for industries to develop industry
assistance plans for providing assistance to schools.

et Government should issue federal contracts to industries for providing services to voca-
tional education institutions;

These twelve alternatives are explored in more detail regarding their effects; consequences,
possibility for successful implementation; political feasibility; and potential for change of status
quo.

The rainbow of hope is on the horizon of VEPS cooperative activities. Given the flurry of activir
ties and the depth of concern in the vocational education community, the vision of truly integrated
vocational-education/private-secior cooperative ties is somethtng more tha empty hope. With a
willingness to, understand, accommodate, and share, and with the presence of adequate policy
stimuli, our faintest hopes can materialize. The gap between training'and production or the hiatus

.

between education and work may someday be indistinguishable.

XII
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CHAPTER 1

INTRObUCTION

The subject addressed in this paper is the involvement of the private sector with the vocational
community: The subject is part of th6domain of content (and practice) that is conventionally
referred to as industry-education cooperation or business-industry-education linkage. Since the
paper is directed primarily to policymakers at the national level,it has two policy-oriented foci: to
provide a foundation end structure for the formulation of poli6y, and to develop and analyze
appropriate policy options: The foundation aspect of the paper assesses what exists in the arena of
vocational-education/private-sector (VEPS) cooperation so that the context and object of policy
suggestions canV clear; the policy development and analysis aspect explores alternative policy
measures that cat be implemented to promOte and nurture effective linkage arrangements:

But why is such a policy investigation necessary? Most of us in vocational educatiop have
been so bombarded by terms such as cooperation, collaboration, linkage, and networking that our
first impulse is to dismiss any such analysis as merely one of t passing episodes in the continuo
ing discourse about the virtues of cooperation with the private ctor. It is not.,In vocational edu-
cation we have reached a perio,d of reassessment where we must ovide the scrutiny and direct/
tion necessary Mr strengthening our ties with the private sector. Thi paper provides the requisite
foundation for such an undertaking.

This introductory section serves tWo functions: (1) it notes the paradox of cooperation as con-
ceptualized and practicedwhich is simple, yet extraordinarily complex; and (2) it emphasizes the
importance of pursuing this policy investigation.

The Paradox

Terms such as cooperation, coordination, and linkage are intuitively appealing. Usually, they
represent something that is inherently good in social and organizatior(arbehavior: Thus, in speak-
ing of the involvement of the private sector with the vocational community: there is the intuitive
appeallnd the inherent good that such arrangements connote: ,

. . ,

But while the appeal of the concept of linkage between<vocational education and the private
sector is not overstated, neither,is it new To link educaficin with industry is to align: wo
complementary social responsibilitiesthat of preparing individuals for' the wor of work and that
of producing goods and Services for social consumption. Mbrging education With the world -of
work must be appealing because so rgany,benefits could accrue. Even our predecessOrs in voca-
tional$ducation recognized the wisdom of such efforts. As Barton (1981) recollected, the concep-
tion of public vocational education in 1917 was a collaborative effort of representatives frOrmthe
industrial and educational communities. Eachrecognized the,commonality of interests, and each
had foreseen the potential for mutual benefit.



The equation was simple. If vocational education prepared individuals'with requisite occupa-
tional skills, then business and industry would utilize these trained individuals in the production of
goods and services. As conceived and practiced, it was trula complementary and mqtually bene-
ficial relationship. Yet, Barton laments that the collaboration that started vocational education in
1917 has seriously eroded. Why? The context for delivery of vocational education services has
changed: governmental structures have become more compleit; the vocational institution as an
educational entity has veered farther from the industrial world from which---0 seeks its content; the
world of work is being restructured and redefined; and the rate of technological change is of a
magnitude that is unequalled in human history. In addition, this complexity is further enhanced by
parochidlism, turf protection, and the desire to retain,traditional structures that currently exist both
in education and industry. Since these change #have precipitated corresponding changes in the
context for collaboration, the factors impinging on coardinative relationships between vocational
education and the private sector have become equally complex.

The Importance of Industry-Education Cooperation

At no other time in the history of vocational education have strong cooperative relationships
with the private sector been as vital as they are today. TIve need for cooperative ties is all too evi-
dent from the subtle and overt mandates to establish linkages. There are fiscal'restraints at the
federal, state, an local governmental levels; there is increasing discontent on the part of business
and industry with the adaptability and responsiveness-of voc*onal education; and there is a dom-
inant pro-private-sector ideology in the present national administration. In addition, the vocational
education literature is steeped with reference to practices and problems associated with industry-
education cooperation. An ongoing debate rages as to whethe'r future deliveryof vocational edu-
cation will be school based or industry based (Doll 1979: Doll 1980). If there were ever a right time
for cooperation to strengthen vocational education, that time is now. The tension, dynamics, and
discontent that currently exist provide us with an ideal opportunity for introspection and action.

It is in this light that this policy analysis paper is written. It is introspective because it examines
practices, issues. and concerns asso d with the establishment of cooperative ties between
industry and education. But it is also acti oriented, because this examination and synthesis will
generate the policy recommendations that ill provide a basis for action.

Reason for Pursuing Analysis

:Policy analysis and policy recommendations are essential features of the policy development
process. Any involvement in this process, however, ores pposes that some deficient condition
exists that could be addressed or resolved through the a- option of appropriate policies (Gil 1976).
To set the tone for analysis, a key question must be posed. This question is whether or not.a defi-
cient condition exists in the area of industry-Vucation cooperation in vocational education that
could be addres.sed by policy: In effect; some determination must be made as to why policy is .

..needed in this area:

The following chapters will show that deficient conditions do exist, and therefore, it is-entirely
appropriate to eXplore whether policies can resolve and improve.these conditions. But more
importantly; the need to examine policies in this area rests on'the fact that cooperative ties with
industry may be a mechanism for addressing many of the problpms faced by the vocational educa-
tion community. In this light, the deficient conditions are not rooted solely in the current linkages
with industry; rather, they extend to broader problems and issues affeCting vocational education in
general;

-S. 2
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klf a-deficient condition exists, then the need arises to analyze this condition and then generated
policy options: The approach must be sensitive to (1) problem- specific concerns and (2) policy-_
specific concerns: Problem-specific concerns require understanding of particular. problems or defi-
cient conditions so that appropriate policy measures can be designed to remedy them. Policy -
specific concerns; on the other hand, ass,tsthe context fOr successfully adopt' and implement-.
ing policy options: While the first is subst and concerned with the condit. that warrants
policy; the second is political and deals with the idiosyncracies of the policy development process.

The problem-specific part of the anlysis tries to assess the status of cooperative activities
between vocational education and the private sector: It endeavors to determine the kind of coop-
erative arrangements that are currently in effect-and to deterrnehe th6se deficient condition's (prob-
lems, issues, and concerns) that can be addressed by policy directives: To accomplish this; a thor-
ough examination of the literature on industry-education cooperation was conducted; and
discussions were held with individuals who.are engaged in or somehow involved with cooperative
activ'iti'es with the private sector. Flour categories of information were elicited from these sources:
current cooperative practices, problems experienced; facilitative factors and circumstances; and
related concerns and issues.

These data provided a broad sense of vocational education's involvement with the private sec-
tor. But this information only addressed what is occurring, not w'hy such occurrences are taking
place. Merely noting problems, facilitative facto s, and concerns and issues does not, in itself, fos-
ter effective policy intervention. Unless an awariaess exists as to why problems arise, or how facil-
itative factors contribute to effective functioning, no viable policy directive's will be fOrmulated.

All this goes back to the question, "What inforrfiation does the policymaker need?" AS
Finsterbusch and Motz (1980) mite, the policymaker must be attuned to the "social condition that
requires a policy decision" (p. 16). In this context, "social condition" is analogous to practices,
problems, and concerns related to VEPS cooperation. But these authors alSo note that decision
makers need to be aware of latent factors underlying observed practices and problems. Under-
standing such factors means comprehending the behavioral dynamics undergirding cooperative
activities and answering the question; "Why?" In short; these factors seem t ( explain certain
observed occurrences:

..
To understand the roie.of these latent factors in VEPScooperation,-the literature on inter-

organizational theory wastapped to derive variables that could account for the succ sses and fail-
ures of cooperative ventures. To assess whether these variables ad any releva ce t vocational
education's relationship to the private sector, the literature in v ational educate n and training in
general was analyzed to elicit appropriate evidence.

.:-.P'

This problem-specific analysis contributes to an in-depth understanding of the problem. The
paper assumes that such an understanding is critical to formulating and implementing effective
policies. The paper further assumes that such information is the initial building block from which
policy alteinatives are formulated.

But any analysis of this type would be incompleteyithout giving due consideration to policy-
specific concerns. Such concerns are important since problems (or deficient conditions) are
addressed by policies, and policies aretormulated in a policy system. As noted by Dunn (1981)
and Dye (1978), there are three elements of a policy systemthe stakeholders, the existing public
policies, and the policy environment. Each of these is critical to successful policy formation, and
correspondingly, each should be considered in prior analysis. The policy stakeholders are individ-
uals or groups who have a stake in the policy because they affect and are affected by governmen-

16



tal decisions (Dunn 1981). Existing public policies .represent the.existing policy framework within
which new policies will be implenlented, whereas the policy environment "is the specific context in
which event's surrounding a policy issue occur" (p. 47).

In the analysis presented here, an attempt was made to secure information on who the.stake-_
holders are and te assess their relative positions on alternative policy options. This part of the
analysis required the identification of groups that would be affected by (and groups that would
affect) any decisions relating to cooperative activities between vocational education and the pri-
vate sector. After-these groups were identified, an attempt was made to project their respective
positiogs on selected policy options. It was assumed that the role and responSibilities of each
group will dictate the intensity of their commitmeJt to their memlArs. This will, in tarn, dictate the
positions they arwilling to take on policy initiatives. This information is critical since the support
or resistance of these groups will determine 'whether or not certain policies could be adorited.

For policy mandates to bp effective, however, there must be full awareness of other relevant
policies or the policy framewk within which new policies will be adopted. This knowleds e will
enhance the probability that policies will be mutually supportive and nonduplicative. To va 'date
this assumption, an examination was madeto identify other relevant policies, and an assess ent
was made to determine whether these policies would support, ntradict, or in some other w y

-influenbe the policy alternatives suggested: \ .

To determine further the degrep of external influence On the suggested policy alternatives;
igating factors in the poliCy environment were noted: These factors included current moods;
trends; or issues that would engender support or resistance to selected policy options. Several
sources provided information on mitigating factors: published materials; interviews with keyindi-
viduals who are involved in industry-education cooperative (IEC) activities; and discussion witr
colleagues and students at the Florida State University.

Organization of Content for Presentation4

To address prOperly the concerns mentioned in the preceding paragraphs, the remainder of
the paper is divided into five sections: (1) the practke of cooperation between vocational educa-
tion any the private sector (VEPS), (2) consideration for pOlicy deliberation, (3) a compendium of
policy alternatives, (4) detailed analySis of recommenced policies, and (5) concluding comments.

In Chapter 2, "The Practice of Cooperation between Vocational Education and.the Private Sec-
tbr." information is provided to capture the present status of vocational education'privolVement
With business and industry. The section identifies who the cooperating agents are; it details the
nature of cooperative practices; documerots problems, issues, and concerns associated with coop-
erative arrangements; and provides a summary to focus the d_9ficient conditions that could be
addressed by poliCy. This section of the paper will have addressed what was previously referred to
as problem-specific concerns. /

The sections that follow will be Ivoted to policy-specific concerns. Chpater 3, covering
"Considerations for Policy Deliberations?' will lay the groundwork for determining the feasibility of
policy suggestions. It will respond to the following questions: What are the alternative explanations
for the circumstances that arise to create deficient conditions? If a federal role is taken, what pol-
icy objective should be pursued? What are the other relevant,policies providing a framework within
which suggested policies must fit? What groupsyould potentially be active in the plitcy arena?

. ,
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What 'characteristics of participating groups will infer potential for resistance or support? And,
what ale the potential obstacles or barriers to policy development?

Chapter 4, "A Comcdndium of Policy Alternatives," lays a framework fOydeliberating _about
.

policy options: It describes four policy options and several alternative p9licies-within eacgof those
options: kfrreliminary analysis wasxonducted to select the most promising of these alternatives
for r7rioria in-depth analysis and descriptiOn: Evaluative criterialricluded:the cost and benef4ts.of
each pefli4 with respect to clients; key interest groups; and oversightsagencies: advantages and'
disadvantages of each; resistance potential;,short- and long-range effects; intended .art ynin- _

tended consequences; possibilities foi: successful implementation (with reason where necessary):
political feasibility; unique constraints; and the potentiatfor changein sfattisqup (resource alloca,.
tion. status allocation; organizational arrangements): Selected professionals in vocational educa-
tion were Consulted so that each policy could be rated on a five-point scale according to the speci-
fied criteria. The ratings we're used for comparative evaluation of the.policy alternatives to select

. from among them the mpst promising for more in-depth analysis..

Chapter 5, entitled "Detailed Analysis Recommended Policies," describes the policies
selected using some:of the same criteria noted ia) the pr ding paragraph. In addition to describ-
ing these policies in more detail, suggestions will be pr ided on the following: 01- sible implemen-
tation strategies, provisions for monitoring and evaluation; and barriers and facilitators associated
withthe implementation of each.

Chapter 6, the "Conclusion,':.offers final remarks-about the involvenitent of vocational educa-
tion with the private sector and about the role of federal, state, and.local governments iri fo erirrg
strong ties between them.

a
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CHAPTER 2

THE PRACTICE OF COOPERATION BETWEEN
VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND THE I.:AR/ATE SECTOR

Recehtly, a'resurgence of.concern about cooperatiorLbetween the educational and business
communities has arisen. It is reminiscent of Naisbit's (1982) assertion that our society is moving
from hierarchical structures to networks, ariciihat networks are the wave of the future. If networks
will,.indeed be the nature of future organizational structures; policymakers will need to examine
the cooperative practices betWeen vocational education and the private sector. Only then can they
ensure that their policy decisions are on the correct course and will result in strong and. viable
interorganizational.arrangements. This chapter will examine the nature of existing arrangements.

- _

The Cooperating Entitles

Cooperative endeavors between vocational' ucation and the private sector refer to two pri-
Mary entitle': vocational education institutions, representing the educational community, and busi-
ness and industry, represehtinb the corms -unity responSitile for the product n of goods and the
delivery of services. Butior any kind of detailed analysis, this dichotomous rception would not
suffice; 4.

As Pratzner1983) notes; industry is no -a moriolithic enterprise; Neither is education. There
are a variety of vocational education institutions and an even greater variety of businege and Indus-
trial establishments: Any permutation of variouso4binatiohs will be aqtounding. To the extent
.t.hat.specific industries and spepific vocational eduatiOil institutions each have unique features
(phildsophically,-struCturally;pr oiherwise)i the natureof the ooperative bond between them.may
be different.

ut these two majorbodies are only part olthe,network ciif cooperating entities. Policies must
also b sensitive and responsive toihe variety of asiottiations or bodies that function at the

periphery of the,vocational education and industrial communities. Althotigh these peripheral asso-
ciations or bodies are not in the mainstream of vocational education 'and industriallurictions, they
nevertheless can exert enormous influence On ttzeir respective educational and induStrial prac-
tices. In the educational sector, schpol boards, professional associations, and parental groups
cannot be ignored; in the private sector, the C: ambers of Cbmmerce, bargaining bodies, or profes--
sional'asepciatioffsfiromoting industrial interest cannot be averloOked.

Cooptiiative Practices.
1.

.

RiasOns

Erigaginelln cooperative Prattices.presiimei that there are some underlying reasons as to Why
Cooperating entities find such practices necessary: As one author has pointed out (Evans 1978),



there must be some-perception of benefits to be gained before cooperative arrangements can be
establithed. The reasons for such arrangements between vocational education and the private sec-
tor must be understood so thatexisting practices can be placed in their proper context.

o
In vocational education, cooperative activities are justified on many grounds. With decades of

training experience behind them,tVorptional educators argue.that their own expertise and an edu-
cational infrastructure designed to deliver training_ make them ready'nd able to perform in coop-
erative endeavors. Another common reason offered is the rapidity of technological innovation and
the attendant increase in skill requirements. These changes make cooperative ties with the private
sector critical if the vocational education community is to May abreast of technological develop-
ments (Pratzner 1983;- Kraska 1980).

Still other reasons for cotperation abOund: the potential for Securing resources from industry
in an era of scarce public funds; the potential for joint efforts to make a mutual contribution to the
solution of national problems such as the quality.of the'labor force; productivity decline, structural
unemployment, and economic development (Glark'1983b); and the need for the private sector to
make some contribution -to the solution of problems that are experienced in vocational education
(Worthington 1981). The general theme 6f the argument is that the vocational education commun-

ity has an in-place training system; and that cooperation is necessary to ensure that the system
(continues to be effective in making contributions to industry and to the society in general.

-NTbeindustrial community on the other han has a somewhat different but complementary set
of reasons for participating irr cooperative effort he most common reason cited is the need for a
competent and committed work'force so that ind can make the most of its capital investment

.

and modern technology (HerfriVT1981)-7.4r, Lapi (1983) puts it, "Industry needs a highly
motivated and Well iplined w _force." In effect, t e industrial community sees the t c I as
the labor pool (Cierle19 2a) apd expects this as the t4tkirnMepr the taxes they pay (Bloomqui t
1018). But here again, many additional reasons for cooperation are noted: cdtftrate social
responsibility (Cabot 1978), creating markets for products, and selling a corporate philosophy; A
survey of a sample of Fortune 500 compaqes resealed that a major reasoh for the private sector
cooperating with schools "was a desire to infOrm students and the public in general about their
field and its role within the economy" (Wise 1981,p. 72). As Clinton (1983) summarily comments,
Partnership is good business:"

t,
Practices

Given these reasons underlying cooperative practices, there are many means through which
mutual benefits are realized. For.ease of comprehension, existing practices (or the means
employed to secure benefits from coaeration) wilt be discussed Within the organization of what
Ferrin and Arbeiter (1975) referred to as a continuum of school-employer relations. For the pur-
Poses of this popper,.the concept has been, somewhat modified: nev r-th less,'it serves the same
function as originally i tended.

1..
s

The "bondedness" or maturity of cooperative relationships can be -d on ,a continuum from
the level of separation where there is no interaction between cooperating entities, td the level of
integration where there isa symbiotic relationship- between cooperative bodies. At the lower end of
the continuum is.the area Of separation where relationships are Chfracterized by the indewndence
of the industrial and educational entities. No information or resour* are shared; and e aCA!` organ-.
izaVon maintains its own sphere of authority. The next level on the continuum is communication.
Here the school seeks information and advice from industry (or vice versa); yet each still maintains



;separate spheres of authority. Then comes the level entitlecrcooperation, which is represented"by
relationships where the employer becomes inVolved in various sc of activities and provides
resocirces td be utilized by the schOols. The upper end of t continuum. as originally corxeived
by Fer,rin and Arbeiter (1975), is entitled collaboration, Here, "educational functions of IDOth the
schools and employers are considered, and a joint: program is developed which Iiiiks these func-
tions in the school and workplace" (Lapin 1983, p. 16)."At this level, there is joint planning and
mutual recognition of individual needs, yet there are still two spheres of Athority, and organife-
honel structures and processes are not modified inleither organization to.accommodate the obje
tives of the collaborative effort.

-..
..."

It seam's appropriate to.consider a level of cooperation that is e beyond.triese described
above. For the present purpose, this level of cooperation may be titled integration. At this level,
structures within cooperating organizations are modified to accommodate the objectives of theeycooperative effort_a joint sphere of authority exists to accomplish th m tual objective; resources
are merged in a manner that will most effectively accomplish this obje tive;-and the responsiblity
for the sucFess or failure in accomplishing the mutual objectives is shared. Hereeducatiorland
work are p(aced on a smooth continuum. As Wilson (19811 and Wirtz (1975) clearly note, education
and work "must cease to think of themselves as separate. worlds and begin to realize that they are
integral and coordinate parts Of the same world life" (Wilson 198 ;9); , -'

Becaw of the nature and the history of vocational educa n; there are very few instances
where vocation3L institutions are not at all involved with the pri to sector: Whether vocational
education is described as secondary or postsecondary. private or public; rurarior urban; almost all
institution3-irreo-lve the private se or in some wayif onlyon vocational advisory committees.

At tl-ie communicat on level, The vocational institution seeks, and the private sector provides,
information. The most minon cooperative practice is to involve private-sector representatives on
vocational advisorcommittees to secure information on'training needs mid curricular content,
among other things. But there are other forms of cooperation: use 4resource persons (guest a
speakers) from the private sector; visits to respective industrial estgblishments (field trips); and
provision of labor Tarket_information.:Althougti the few representative activities here are impor-
tant, they do not imply a firm bond between vocational education and the private sect

- This bondis imrn nselj/ improved through those activities that are labeled cooperative. Some
of the cooperative pra tic ere include: donation of equipment, land, and other intangibles
(Topougis 1983); coop rative nning as detailed by Clark and Rinehart (1982, p. 4); job place-
meat arrangements wh e the scAols are responsible for screening and referrals; development of
competency measures fo vocational skill areas (Wilson 1981k; staff-industry exchange programs
wher&teachers, administrators, and industry production andlranagement personnel alternate ti

periods between the school and the workplace (Kline 1982); and a variety of Other cooperative
practices: More of these cooperative practices are listed in appendix A. The autonomy of partici-
pating organizations; in addrtion to the flexibility allowed and minimal restraints epcouritered;
make such arrangements appealing.

his may acco nt for the fact that there are very few arrangements that can be described as
truly collaborative. ollaborative efforts require joint programming for creating a closer bond
between the school and the workplace. These arrangements, however: would require ome sacri-
fice of autonomy an flexibility. Neverthele/S, some examples do exist. Rapid reaction units called
industry services are e type. Thgsorwork collaboratively with other agencies to enha ce eco-

, nomic development by attracting new and expan g industries. These units proviite tailored train
ing programs to lure companies with the availat)ili of a competent Wtrkforce.

9



Other examples include the tollowhg: The technology exchange center concept that links

school and work (Lapin 1983, p. 17); the f rmulation of industry-education-councils to facilitate
education; industry; labor; and governm nt in a collaborative effort to aid in the transjtion between

-A.

linkage activities (NAIEC n.d.); joi1t design and delivery of courses; company init4ationof appren-
ticeship programs for high school students; and adopt-a=school programs where industries chan- i-
nel their resources to the improvement of a single educational institution: All. these repreetnt a
level of structure and commitment that goes beyond what'is apparent in the earlier citegficatego-
ries. Yet something is 'missing. As Clark (1982a) notes; effective link,age requires integration of
resources rather then the traditionalcommunication or collaboration: Oh

Integration, the a eled category on Ferrin and Arbeiter's (1975) continuum; represerits the
ultimate bond in c perative activities. Sentiment forso close a relationship ha been expressed
by Moss 11983) in his discussion of collaboration as more conti0ous integration of effort; by
Evans (1983) in his discussion of the concept of "symbiosis";,and by Aslanian and Brickell t1981)
in their suggestion of the n4ed for industry and education to go "beyond afclances" (p. 17). The lat-
ter authors specifically note that "the relationship between education and work is rapidly chang-
ing. The corivctions betweeh companies and collegeare being welded into a new reality" (p. 17).

Only one example of apiactice representing the concept of integration can be cited and even
it barely approaches the "neck, reality." This is4he "career high schools" concept in Washington,
D.C. These institutions are indUstry-spOnsored high schools in eng'Neering arid computer scien-
ces that are supported by national corporations at a firtt=year cost_ Of one thillibti dollars. This dol-
lar amount represents a higher level of commitment on the part of industry. This concept focuses
on a specific training objective, and it requires some degree of restructuring on the part of the
industrial and educational organizations. Still, the arrangement is not fully integrative since each
unit still maintains its individual autonomy and functions from within its traditional structure.

For the purpose of policy formatidn; it is important to understand whrat this distribution of
cooperative practiceS along the continuum of*bondedness" implies. The fact that most of these
practices fit in the middle of the continuum comments on the immaturity of cooperative relation-
ships; even after decades of pursuing such practiCes: It leaves open to question whether or not
vocational education and the private sector are movivg along the right course to mature; coopera-
tive arrangements. If the future environment will be 'one in which organizational networks instead V
of hierarchical structures will prevail (Naisbit 1982); then the current maturity of cooperative rela-
tionships fails to provide a solid foundation for the future support of strong and viable industry-
educatiorfAies. But this is only one of the variety of problems in the involvement of vocational edu-
cation with the private sector.

ir

Problems and'Issues Affecting Cooperative Practice

A problem is al unsettling condition or a source of distress, whereas an issue is a point of
debate or controvefsy. Both of these can have negative impacts upon cooperative practices; prob-
lems directly influence the successful accomplishment of the collaboration objective, and issues
create an atmosphere of doubt and adversity that can undermine the effectiveness of cooperative
ventures. A sample of thirteen major problems and five critical issues are identified below for brief
discussion in this section.

The problems affecting cooperative practices are as follows:

1. Irfability to overcome 'nherent differences



The engulfing nature OVa gqod idea

Fragmentation of current cooperative efforts

7--N4. Propensity to1maintain existing structures

5. The narrowness of the concept o oluntarism as a basis for coolleration
4

6. III effects of the "outstretched - hands" syndrome

Scarcity of funds for linkage activities

Minimal'involvement ofSmall business in induAry-education cooperation
o )

9. /P- erceived homogeneity of the indu vial enterprise

10. Laws of the workplace that discourage cooperation

11. NegOve experiences with government policies

12. Institdeonal flux hampering Go i yiity of relationships

The absence of training

f these problems will be, address. in turn.

Problem 1: inability to Overconie lnherent Differences

.....;)The end objectives of industrial and educational enterprises are different,one iconcerned
with delivering goods and'services for a profit; the other is concerned with providing educational
services and ensuring organizational survival. Over the course of several decades, thee traditional
roles have created set structures and modes of behavior. And these, of course, are vet* different.
COrk (n.d:), qa National Association for industry-EdUcation Cooperation newsletter, notes,thgt
"dusiness people don't clearly under tend the campus' dijetincrpatterns of decision'Inaking-and
educators are _hesitant bout dealinIgwith business" (p. 1). Thehesitancy of educators maybe
explained by Franchak (1983) obs vation"kat individuals ft.: business and those from industry
have different orieptations._"Representatives frorn,th privatet _tor may become impatient with
time spent on activities such as goal-setting, etc., lot with a gene I emphasis on process rather -than action. Time is money to business and' industry, and timeimeent in meetings or committees
without reaching a decision may soon disccurage participation by the private sector'. (p. 3).

r,
This however, is only one of several inherenrdifferences. Tothe extent that major differences

continue to exist, cooperative ties may reach wthreshOld of maturity beyond which progress is
imp.ossible. If this threshold is not at a level at which a firm bOnd can be,created, then the celopera-
five relationshiis stymied.'The policy questionp.aised here is whether or not resources should
continue to be invested in interorganizational retationships which possess inherent features that
curtail its success: z -

11
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Problem 2: The E Mug Nature of a Good idea.

,
Industry-education collaboration haskuch a strong appeal that the popularity of its practice

creates a momentum which instills unrealistic expectations among educators and prevents them
from exercising foresight and propeT judgment imestablishing cooperative ties. Thebe lief exists
that the ledge and expertise in the private Sector holds the key'to solving all the problems
confrQ ki g vocational education-L-a pan'acea for making right everything that is wrong. For

lark (1983d) state's that "ectucational systems and institutions need to engage-industry.
in a long,-term effort in reshaping curricula to develop &skilled worktOrce:iniprOve productivity,

,_reduc structural unemployment:and meet the needs ofspeciaJ groups such as ctisloclied.
-plat workers and minorities ql central to the economic develOprnent ppocess" (p: 1). These are

ptimishc expectations of w at cooperation with industry cars acconiplish and these are only
a few of the expectations that were noted in the literature. Ripley and Franklini(.1983) note that
exr4ctations about wVat can be achieved through privatesector-involvement are unrealistic. They
further warn that "thek is nothing magic about private sector itivOlvemertl that automatically pro-

' duces "successful" programs'. (p. Pratzner (1983) also warns thdt extremeocaution should be
.-/ .exercised in establishing Coopperativeties: . f

.

Iftheobject of our efforts for establishiro cooperative ties with industry.are so fragmented.
then less and less Will be accomplished withthe'expenditure of-valuable and scarce resources..
Having too many emphases only encourag cifrsory attemptat linkages. Having unreglislic
expectations breeds frustration among those engaging tri linkage efforls: and elicits skepticism
from obserVers Who might benefit from.o.ur service.-The policy question raised here is whether

je# federal invOlvement should provide a consistent, focus for linkage,efforts and whether policy
should be created to help institutions in screening industries beiore establishingqinkage
arrangements. .

a

Problem 3: Fragmentation of Current Efforts
-..

Clark (1982,a;982b'1983a)llas continually asserted that education-industry collaborative
effort has*, continued to be coprdtiefed!in a fiagmented;.duplicative, uncoordinated, and ad hoc
manner. This; he believes-Au-is greatly digreished the_ impact of industry-\education cooperative
activities. Clark (19826) further notes-that one of the reasons for the fractionated character of
school- industry relations is thegiferallapproach to providing remedial and short-term solutions
rether...than preventive and long-term ones. But fractionation.can also be due to the lack of direc-

-T tioneandjnicdrnation among those who find it necessary, to establish cooperative ties with the pri-
vate sector. Tp the eiitentthat organizations continue to actiinclividually. the unique circumstances

ji of each situation will result in a myshrooming of cooperative strategies and emphases.

Here again; thepolicy-question raised is:Whetheofederal Involvement should seek to provide a,
4't:insistent focus and emphasis for linkage efforts,or whether some kind of inducement should be
'provided to eliminate fragmentation, duplication, and lack oLcoordination_Clark (1982a) stresses
the need fora -coherent 6trategy- Of industry-eduggiomcollaboration. Pcclicy initiatives can be the
basis for the formulation'of any coherent strategy.

Problem 4: Propensity to Maintain Existing Structures
. ,

There is atrong tendency_
bdiasiness'and industry to hold

: eri ational education personnel and representatives from
raditionalistructures and processes. Though common, the
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tendency seems more intense in the vocatlp I education co unity. Aslanian and Brickell (1981)
note the differences in structures and percepts s that help to intain a gap between the educa-
tion and work communities: Hensley (1978) corn ents and wa'r against the proclivity to remain
within our existing structures. If there is a resistance to change within the educational
community (Paul 1981) and a similar resistance. among representatives from industry (Hensley'
1978); then the perceived inappropriateness of existing structures will only function to maintain
the gar-that currently exist. As Youngs and Brooks (1979) point out _our special interests may be-
our own barriers.

Here again a similar policy question can be raised. Should federal (or local) poliaymakers pro-
vide the necessary involvement to create organizationalstructures that'are more favorable for
initiating cooperative activities to accomplish training objectives? An even m/te difficult question
is whether or not it is even possible to create new organizational structures through policy
incentives.

Problem 5: The Concept of Voltintarism as a Basis for Cooperation

One of the major problems in industry- education cooperation is the concept of voluntarism as
a basis Of cooperative arrangements. As Clark so often nobs, industry education councils_ are set
up to secure industry's volunteer resources. Frequent references in the literature seem to lend
overwhelming support' to this notion. Examples include statements such as "the adopt -a- school
programs bring the energy of volunteers" (Franchine 1982, p. 24) and "we must seek industry

, assistance" (Hubbard 1982, p. 41). In effect, the object of cooperation will be dictated by what
industry is willing to volunteer. This places_ vocational education as a profession in an extremely
dependent role and in very tentative position. Any voluntary participation leaves_contol in the

y hands of the volunteer , and the volunteers Will, in most,caSses, limit their contribution to what is in
their own interest. As ake (1981) warns in commenting on in ustry's.sontributions to education;
"He who pays the pier calls the tune" (p. 48): This viewpoint is implied by Malott (1978); when he
states that "it is time for us to apply as rigorous management to giving as we do to earning" (p:
138): The implication here is the attachment of more strings to gifts; the exercise of greater se*ee-
tiVity; and the exertion of more control:'ln this light; voluntarisT only strengthens control and nur-
tures dependences

In the long term, a situation of dependence is not in the best interest of vocational education.
It is an established fact that cooperation with education is a peripheral activity for industry
(Hensley 1978), When voluntarism is the object of cooperation, unfavorable economic conddions
for industry may well cut off any voluntary contribution (Ripley and Franklin 1'983) becabse other
concerns, such as profit, are &greater importance to the firm than volunteering resources. There-
fore, the long-term inyolvement of industries is unlikley, unless this involvement somehow proves
to be continually profitable. Wilson (1981) notes that maximum mutual benefits are acfWg'd when
the employer is reasonable assured of resource continuity. Few employers can boast of such assur-
ance. for the long-term future.

Another negative effect is the potential that voluntarism can breed fragmentation and duplica-
; Lion. Since there is no control over what is volunteered by industries, similar vocational education

programs can nave different emphases, based on the nature of industry contributions.

Recognizing the weaknesses of the concept of voluntarism as a basis for effective linkages;:
Clark (1983c) admits that voluntarism alone is not enou h, and Cross (1981) and Aslanian and
Brickell (1981) warn that this naive notion of cooperati- n appiars shaky as a future model for the

'development of effective linkages.
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It must be recognized, however, that industry participation will; of necessity; have to be volun7

tary. It will be difficult to initiate policies that will make industrial participation mandatorY, If the
proposition is accepted that voluntarism is not in the best interest of thevocationaleducation
community, then here lies a true policy dilemma. The policy question raised is whether Or not poli-
cies can be established to secure long-term commitment by indusry to make specific types of con-
tribution. What kinds of inducement would make this possible?

Problem 6: The "Outstretched-Hand" Syndrome

The mirror image of voluntarism is what is referred to here.as.the""butstretched-hand" syn-
drome. Essentially, the syndrome is evidenced tiy the fact that vocational educators, with
outstretched-hands, are willing to accept anything that is offered bythe private sector; even more
educators think primarily (probably solely) in terms of what they can receive-from industry. The
literature on industry-education cooperation emanating from the educatiogal community is replete.
with references noting what industry can contribute or what request can made of the industrial::
community: Examples of This. orientation is evident in articles by Wise (1981), Worthington (.1981),:
and Bloomquist (1978); to mention only a few.

. ,

. This orientation is unhealthyif only for the skeptic.Acp and suspicion it createS.among
members of the industrial. Ommunity, As-the NationatAssoCiatibribiletlustrylcrUCatiori Coopera =-
tion (n,d,)states'in its liandbook; "Businessmen are likely to b.eliye the only assistance educators
want from7themis:dollars" (p, 1): The arguments posed by Mallot (1978) and.,M6LeOd (1978); .
among others, certainly indicate that this belief cuirrently.exists; orientation alpo raises other

and fragmintation can result: But"more impOrta ;.wiilin6ness.to.accepteverything that is
given can: nurture a situation where education_al activities are restructured, and controlled by what
the private sector is willing to contribute. This subject will be addressed in a sabsequent section;
however. ",

Here again, the policy question raises a dilemma. Should policymakers exert control regarding
what schools or-localities can request from industry? Can they? Or, for that matter; policy-
makers evaluate cooperative ties to ensure their agreement with education ideals?

Problem 7: Funds for Linkage A.ctivitles
_

.

For decades, the vocational edudation comm_unityhas been initiating codperative relation-
ships with industry. Yet, public funds have never.been allocated for the express purpose of sup-
porting coordinating'ties. This, perhaps, isco-nsistent wJth the orientation and expectation that
resources will be volunteered by industry. Bur a base of support for coordinating activities is

k-
eSsential. As Clark and Rinehart (1982) note, linkage projectg and,processes can flounder because
of tack of adequate'funding: Hciw much can beexpected from linkages if no investment in their
proper development and operation is made? The policy questicin here is obvibusshould policy-
makers allocate funds specifically to the development nd implementation of linkaJge
arrangements?

Problem 8: Minimal Participation of Small Businesses

Evaluating the participation of the private sector in public employment and training programs,
Ripley and'Franklin (1983), concrude (among other things) that "small businesses are hard to
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_reach and.auLoften resistant to_significant participation". (p: 703): They emphasize the importance
Of small business participation by noting its importance for achieving prograM impact in most
localities. If small businesses account for about 70 percent of the'nation's new jobs, then their 'fail-
ure to participate is a significant shortcoming of current cooperative practices: illonly large indus-
trial concerns participate in industry-education cooperative arrangements (either because of their

grter resources or becausebf the educational community's selectivity); the important resource
tial of small businesses will remain untapped.

Should speciaL policy it uceMents be formulated to encourage the participation of small
businesset? Or, before policies are develOped, should a research study be commissioned tot
assess the extent to which this situation'.obtained?

:-.._

Problem 9: Perceived Homogeneity

When speaking of the "business community" or the "private sector" in vocational education,
we rarely pause to reflect on the meaning of these terms. While it may be convenient to aggregate
all industrial enterprisesunder one form in academic discourse and publication, it would amount
to gross negligence in actual practice. Ripley and Franklin (1983) make this point very clear in the
following analysis. They state that:

To talk of "the: business Community" or "the private sector" is misleading. There is an
incredible diversity in types, sizes, and processes in American business and yet this
entire array fits under;the private'sector rubric. And, not only may participation take dif-
ferent forms in companies with very different practices, but localities also vary in several
senses: Each locality; of course; has its own 'economic structure and its own mix of-
companies: It also hat its own history of local employment and training Programs; both
public and private decision-makers are constrained to some degree by local norms
about programs and about the nature, of public-private cooperation or non-cooperation:
Pledgespr decisions made by national headquarters of -large companies may not be
implemented in the same form (or at all) by branches of that company in different locali-
ties. And; of course; most companies haveno national headquarters but are purely local.
(p. 700)

This eiccerpt...61early notes the importance of a more detailed understanding of "the business
comnitunity" or "the private sector." Even more essential, it underscores the importance of perteiv-
ing how the unique characteristics of the local environment affect the nature and success of coop-
erative ties. The intricacies of industry-education linkages are still little understood. Perhaps policy
inducements are necessary for the formulation of a theory of industry-education linkages. Or at
least, policy initiatives shouldlie sensitive to the complexity of the "private sector" by trying to
accommodate the differences in various localities.

Problem 10: Lbws that Discourage Cooperation

Some industries may be willing to enter into cooperative arrangements but-may hesitate
because of perceived legal restrictions. Clark and Rinehart (1982) note that "a common barrier to
some linkage processes arises from legislative acts and judicial interpretations', (p: 6). The authors
cite example's such as "minimum wage and related laws, civil rights legislation; liability and work-
men's compensation;" alid note that; although such laws are necessary; the rigidity of interpreta-
tiOnt is sometimes warranted: Hensley (1978)4 too; reiterates the legal problems in his discussion
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of security. safety, and insurance-related problems. Therefore, before policies are iiiitiated, it is
important to understand the legal framework within which the policy will be implemented.

Problem 11: Negative Experiences with Governmental Policies

It is Impossible to ignore how governmental policies and practices have imposed a certain
amount of reticence in the private sector toward establishing linkages with public institutions,

,especially when there are federal incentives to engage in such efforts. Such wariness has been fos-
tered by decades of negative experiences with public employment and training. programs. Again;
Ripley and Ftar'iklin's (1983) assessment is worthy of note. They state that "business people are not
automatically attracted to public employment and training programs," for they see "government as
a regulator and an adversary" (p. 701). The prospect of the burdensome paperwork and the scru-
tiny of accountability requirements only serve to make worse an already tenuous situation:

Ripley and Franklin (1983) summarize the situation most eloppiently:

Some local business people and some local business communities are unlikely to
respond to any.overtures to get seriously involved in public employment and training
programs: They may have 'a profound mistrust and dislike of government programs and
regulations in delieral, federally funded activities, or local politicans, bureaucrats. and
government agencies (or any combination of the above). (p. 708)

This attribute raises a question as to the efficacy of federal participation_in-stimulating coop-
erative arrangementsbetween vocational education and the private sector. J1 federal policy initia-
tives are to be instituted. caution should be exercised by federal policymakers to ensure that the
residual ill effects of negative experiences are neutralized. This change can be accomplished by
the formulation of policies that visibly remove the specter of bureaucratic red tape.

Problem 12: Institutional Flux Hampering Continuity
.

Time is an important factor if cooperative ties are to reach the Stage of ;Maturity. Unforiu
nately, some cooperative relationships (probably most of them) do not benefit from.the necessary
length of tenure. As Hensley (1978) notes, the changing roles and responsibilities inside both sys-
tems work against the continuity that is essential for formalized and long-term relations: Some of
the factors he cites include promotion and reassignment of personnel; and the continuous reor-
ganization of administrative units. This institutional flux hampers continuity and serves to keep the
status of cooperation at a basic level.

But changes within an organization need not always-have a detrimental effect on cooperatiVe ^

4 ties. The factor that seems to make thedifference is the level of commitment each ofgagizatiOri his
toward the cooperative FlelatignshiPs based on.corporateScicial.reSponsiblity.rtO.make
voluntary contributions would not usually display high levels Of 'Commitment; and hence -par-
ticipating industriesof this nature May be the type whose cooperative ties will be most affected by
organizational chafiget Clark (1982c) observes that the field of industry7education cooperation
has progressed little within,the last fifteen years. despite a blizzard of articled. The explanation for
this stagnation may lie in tke lack of continuity.

The policy question raised here is whethei- policies can be developed in a manner that will
allow for higher levels of commitment from participatirfg industries; or whether the sai,d policies
can provide sufficient inducement to participants to ensure the continuitynecesdary:

a
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Problem 13: Absence of Training

Despite the complexity of industry-education cooperation and the skill andetiort it takes to
develop and nurture (or maintain) cooperative ties, available training for engag(ng in cooperative
activities is nonexistent. Watson's (1982) suggestions to educators,for getting employers to
become full partners certainly points to the need to prepare educational personnel to engage in
cooperative activities with industry. But many authors (Clark 1983a, Wood 1981) lament that few
individuals are prepared for cooperative functions with industry. This lac obably grows from the
gross misperceptions in the educational community, tlUk-cooperation i tomatic and does not
require Significant effort or training. As Ripley and Franklin (1983) warn, we cannot assume "that
such cooperation will develop i stinctively" (p. 708).

Here arises the policy questi n as to whether funds should be allocated for training personnel
to engage in cooperative activitie

These kinds of problems ca ndermine any p6licy effort to enhance cooperation. But they
are made even more-complex since they are nested in a bed of unresolved issues. Such issues can

revent cooperative ventures from reaching the stage of maturity refeNed to as integration. Some
the critical issues affecting cooperative practices are as follows:

he private sector tends to pursue its Jam interest at the expense of education.

The capacity of vocational education to keep abreast of technological change.
4

3. The threat of an industry-based system of vocational epucation.

4 The piissibility of sacrificing basic educational goals to fulfill educational needs

5. The question of who, should bear the cost Of vocational education.

Each ofpese issues will be addressed in turn:

Issue 1: Self-Interest of the Private Sector

When we speak of the involvement of vocational education community with the private
sector, we have visions of two separate entities Opt are equally committed t enhancing a trainkg
system to prepare and upgraffe human resources. An examination of pertientIliterature; however',
wild quickly dispel such visions; for the literature clearly raises the issue of the motives of the pri-.
vate sector when the latter becomes involved with educational institutions._

The foundation 'Of the issue is the notion that the privatesector will persist in pursuing its.own
interests: Kiallot (1978)"very strongly suggests that corporate self-interest should guide corporate
givihg. This approach in itselfis not atypical; since it seems reasonable for all organizations to
pursue self - interest: But the organizations' interests may not be consistent with the interests of the
vocational institutions: For instance; Bloomquist 41978) noted some concerns of a telephone com-
pany in a cooperative relationship. Among them were concerns that the students of today are the
consumers of tomorrow; and that they would also be tomorrow's educators, legislators aiSd regula-
tors. In some cases; it can be inferred that such objectives reflect the industry's attempt to create a
favorable climate in the future by influencing students in the present. Admittedly, in this instance,
other educationally acceptable objectives were present; in other cases, they may not be.
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The issue of industries providing materials to educational institutions is a case in point. There
is controversy charging that teaching materials.produced by industry may be biased (Bennett
1979; DuVall and Krepel 1981). Some Vachers claim that these materials are ideological and pro-
motional in nature and may conflict wa the educational goals for the schOol (wise 1981). If such
claims are warranted, and if these materials do indeed serve the self-interest of industry, then they
can certainly undermine the objectives of the educational institutions. With widespread availability
of and receptivity to such materials on vocational ecilfcation (DuVall and Krepet 1981), doubt arises
as to whether these materials are evaluated for potential bias. To the extent that cooperative rela-
tionships define receipt of materials as the object of-cooperation, the cooperative ventures may be
inimical to the. purpose of the vocational education.

Clark (1982a) notes that firms in the private sector will elect the kind of initiatives they will
support; and while their Choice, do reflect their interests, the procedure seems completely accept-
able since the firms will be contributing their resources. But when their donation of mater' has
strings attached to it (Cabot 1978); and when their funding of institutions is selective (Melon 1978);
and based upon having made a thorough evaluation of a_school's philosphy (McLeod 1978); then a
justifiable concern is aroused about the extent to which these organizations are willing to pursue
their own inter.ests. The cost to educational institutions must also be a matter for concern;

Policymakers must clearly re-cognize that private sector firms would not participate in the
training endeavors out of the goodness of their hearts (Ripley and Franklin, 1983). Measures must
be taken to mediate between private-sector self - interest and the objectives of vocational educa-
tion. Additionally, measures should be considered for educating the vocational education com-
munity so that its members become sensitized to the possible, negatile spin-off from cooperation.

Issue 2: Vocational Education's- Responsiveneis to Technological Change

In an era of accelerating technological change, the increasingly complex technologies of
tomorrow demand increasingly, complex occupational skills (Pratzner 1983). Vocational eduoatitin
is expected to be, regp-onsive to these changing .occupational needs. But its ability to generate a
timely response to technological changes has come under question. Barton (1981) observes that_
"vocational educators, part of a large bureaucracy, tendkto get too isolated from the real world of
business and industry." The result, "he states, is that the work world changes and vocational edu-
cation fails to change with it" ip . 84).

The failure to be responsive (whether perceived or real) widens the gap between vocational
education and the private sector: Businesses perceive a vacuum in educational leadership (Ozmon
1982) and hence move in to fill the void: The result is the accelerating increase in industry training
programs and independent training organizations; paralleled by the slow isolation of vocational
education institutions: Can cooperation with the private sector make vocational education suffi-

.

ly responsive to reverse this trend?

Issue 3: The Threat of an Industrif-based System of Vocational Education
&

Recent corporate expenditure on training programs amounted to between $30-$4 billion per
year, cornpareld to $7.3 billion invested in public vocational-technical education (Worthington

.1981). The increasing investment in training by the private sector raises the question of whether
vocational education should be school based or industry based, Although the question has been
raised before, current conditions tend to give the issue more credence than it has aver had.
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To some obsenters, there i$ already enough justification for considering.as an alternittive
industry-based vocational education. Some of the most frequently cited reasons are: (1)Jhe strong'
feeling among businesses about the inadequacies of vocationaleduCittion (Barton 1981); (2) lack
of up-to-date information in the schools (Pieratt and Wilson 1982), (3) concern that vocational
education cannot respond to teCh,nological changes, which creates a preference in industry for
having their own training Rrograms1Spultz and Stronge 1981), and (4) a feeling that vocational
education graduates are unprepared for today's. world orttrtyk (Tjosvold et al. 1981). The general
dissstaction with public vocational education is the basis for seeking an alternative.

Reasons are offered on both sides as to why each alternativeschobl based or industry
'basedis the preferred system for delivering vocational education. Proponents for industry give
four key justifications: (a) the flexibility to respond to'changes, (b) the immediacy of technological
changeand hence the immediacy of the need for training personnel; (c) up-to-date facilitieS
because there is a greater need for investment in these facilities', and (d) the of teachers
who are automatically updated because of their in-plant locaticin. These resultin an up-to-date
system of training with minimal distance between education and work (Bertotti 1978).

But Worthington (1981) raises two critical points in defense of vocational education as a pub-
c endeavor. He states that "vocational education is more than just skill trainingit is an integral
rt of the system of public education, and that system would certainlsuffer if vocational educe-

were summarily separated from it" (p. 74). He further notes that "smaller firm's would be griev-
y hurt if they had to shoulder the entire training burden (p. 74).

Yet; much discussion continues about the potential of industry controlling education.,HenSley.
(1978) expresses the concern of educators that industry's collaborative relationships, with the
school will lead to external control of schooling. He further expresed the fear that increased coop-
eration will lead to a pattern of abdicating r nsibility for thil curriCulum of education to non-,
professional Outsiders" (p. 27). Such fears ave en growing. Doll .(1979; 1980), among others,
makes a very strong and convincing case that the future maypold an educational system con-
trolled by large corporations4 If this is eve he case vocational ectucation maybe the first area of
the public edueatib.nal systern.to.be taken o er. Present Conditions suggeit that the trend may
already have started.

n the state of Florida, the Go ernor's ommission on Secondary Schools (1983) recom-
m -dhded in its final report that the tate s ould move from schoOlzbased vocational education to
employer-based education. Such r mendations are-not persdasive; but they cannot be casu-
ally dismissed. They do indicate the emergence of a philosphical trend that may gain momentum
in the future.

.

The issue has serious implications tor policy, Should policymakers take the posture of u
the cooperative mechanism to stem the possibility of a corporate takeover? Or should policies
implemented to facilitate the corporate infringement, ensuring that vocational education is allowe
to play.an important role in whatever structure may emerge? If this is what thesfUture_ portends for
vocational education, a stand has to be taken now.

Issue 4: Private Sector Cooperation and the Sacrifice of Valued Educational Ideals
.

z In posing arguments to support school-Uased rather than industry -based vizIcatvnal educe-
tion, Worthington (1981) notes that vorational education is more than just skill training, that it is an
integral part of A public education qstem. He further notes that the public education system
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would stand to lose f vocational education were separated from it: Barton (1981) made this point
earlier in his assess nt of federal vocational ediCatOn policies for the eighties. He firmIX
asserted that "the first priority is that vocational educatibn-begood education" (p. 86). This clearly
implies that there is a dimension of vocational education that is beyond skill training. Inherent in
our delivery of vocational education are strong and valued educational ideals. Could cooperation
with the private sector pose a threat to these ideals?

It is entirely possible. Pratzner (1.983) notes that the educational needs and goals of students
become secondary to the needs of firms. e further comments that firm-specific and equipment- .

enough or. the needs of students. Hoyt ( 82), in noting key principles f industry-education
specific training programs place too mu emphasis on the needs of j bs and employers, and not,

cooperation; observes that."it is'importarit to make sure that the industry- ducation partnership is
one th-t Supplements, not detracts, from all of the basic goals of the educational system" (p. 3).
The question is whether or not private sector cooperation has caused us to sacrifice our basic
educational values.

Industry services programs present,a good case in point. Blake (1981) notes that these pro-
grams have the capability to provide industry with training that is tailor made to specific company
requirements. This emphasis is not consistent with the educatibnal ideals of vocational education
that were inc6 orated into the Smitn-Hughes Act in,1917. Again. Pratz r (1983) makes this clear.

-
The ei k?ence and rapid growth of firm-specific training. programs represents a.corn-
plete p ture from the philosophy and history of public vocational education for the
past sixty-six years, since passage of the Smith-Hughes-Act of 1917: From its earliest
beginnings, occupation-specific rather than employer-specific preparation has been the.
preferred format for most pre-employment preparation for work: The use of public edu-*
cation institutions and tax monies to support firm-specific training in the interest of state
and local economic develdpment makes education the servant of industry.

te"What does all this imply for policy development? Someone must assume the responsibility for
preserving the edUcational ideals and tradition of vocational education. If vocational Wucation
becomes a "servant to industry," then vocational education as an educational endeavor will be
stripped of all the values that have accounted for its prominence over the past decades. policies to
be implemented should include measures that would prevent the exploitation of vocational educa-
tion institutions for the economic benefits of business and-industry.

Issue 5: Determinihg Who Should Bear the Cost of Training

The public makes a significant investment in vocational preparation programs. Yet, the gradu-
ates of these programs serve the profit-making interest of the private sector by becomPrig__
employed in business and industry,. thereby enabling individual firms to realize a profit through the
prOdUCtiOn of gbOda.and the delivery of services. The question is often raised as to whether firms
iii the private sector should bear the cost of training since they utilize the proficiencies their
employees attain in thil public vocational education system. Should vocational education be
viewed as part of the educational responsibility of the public? Or.should it be viewed as a public
subsidy of the private sector in developing competent human resources? The unresolved nature of
this issue, creates an atmosphere of enmity that often results in the presence idden agendas"
and the exercise oftenuous committments:
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The rtature of the argUment suggests that the issue can be resOlved by haying industry subsi
.dizet public vdcafional education programs. But, because of current sentiment about the inelfec-

yocational education, it is more likely that industrial enterprises will choose to establish
their'OtrainIng,programseither individually or collectively.

We" rriustilthernber that the prate sector already invests aconsi erablesmount of money in
traihing. HenCe, the question of whethepolicymakers should support he profit-making4notives of
industry Must be followed by the question of whether the nation can of ord to keep two separate
s9steins,,atrairtinci(WOriiiingten?11181; Wise 1981). Furthermore, if industries are pushed in the

.

direction of being responsible for their Own trai ing itInay have disastrous implications for the
elacement potential of public vorit al education programs.

.

ids Cross:(1981), clearly indicates, achoi a is tobelnadabetween competition, cooperation,
or parallelism. If there must be Wholehearted, mmitnifint to any..yocational-aducation/private-
sebtor cooperation policylihen thbie issues must

s
re elved i'elieve some of the tension thSt

Undermines the effectiveness of'cooperative relationships.

sk

..a, Summlry

The concepf of cooperation is simple and appealing; but the practice, of cooperation is com-,
plex. This comple ty is especially evident in the cooperative practices between vocational educe--
tion and the privet sector. The variety,of cooperaiive arrangements; and the problems and issues
that engender tension between current and potential cOoperaijng entities do provide evidencof
the presence of deficient conditions, and hence proyide support for the initiation of policy in this
area.
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CHAPTER 3

CONSIDERATIONS FOR POLICY DELIBERATIONS

I,'

, !

Our familarity with the problems and issues related to vocational-educationfpri4ate-sector
(VEPS) cooperation must be converted into the requisite' policies that will strengthen cooperative1
practices. To do so will require consideration of the following faCtors:

The determination of the specific policy objective to be pursued

The development of ' theoretical understanding of the field of practice in terms bf both
the existing legal framewbrk 'within which policies will be implemented, af?Cl'the alterna-,

`tive explanations for the circumstances that create deficient conditiohS
.. th; ;

The assessment of the licy arena to identify participating interest groupsend to te
their potential influence c prospective policies

.

. ,;

Each of these Witlbe addresSed in the following subsections. The first sululection will briefly
discuss the policy objective to be pursued:- the second subsection will address in &lobular format
the existing legal framework Within-which policies will beimplefnented; the third subsection will
discuss the factors that affect cooperafive,practices to lay a foundation for establishing guidelines
for policy. implementation; and the fourth subsection.will again use a tabular format to assess the
policy arena. .

.4

Specifying a Policy Objective

To become Involved in policy development without a preconceived policy objective will only
amount to blindly grasping for solutions to resolve existing problems.This usually results in
improper policy prescriptions that waste valuable fedeial resources and, create a flurry of discon=

-tent. In light of current conditionsovocational education can ill afford such consequences. There-
fore, it is essential that a specific position be taken and that specifiC'objectives be formulated for
the consideration of policy. The position taken or the pOlicy objectives to bepursued will reflect
federal perspectives on what shOuld be the ideal form of VEPScooperatiOn. Natur411y, then, these
perspectives will,determine the acceptability of various suggested policy alternatives.'

;
Federal'policytnakers can choose from among a variety of policy objectives. For instance, one

policy objective can focus on securing the maxim-um amourgpf support from the private sector for
vocational. education; thus letting the private sectorunderWrite vocatiorplprepar/ition: Another
objective may be the development of a coherent structure of VEPS colla&orationthat results in an
interweaving of education and work; allowing for mutual respOnsibilty. commitment; and account-
ability: This may be directedat'preventing the fragmented; uncoordinated; cipp,licative and ad hoc
interaction that Clark (1982a; 1983c) so deftly speaks about: Yet; other polie)kibjectives may
include enhanqinig cooperation by using the context of prodtiction (i:e;; industry; and business
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.

facilities) Ifs the base for vOc tional preparation. Then, if all the above prove to be unfeasible,
policymakers can resort to i 0%ringcoordinative ties through the creation of new collaborative

, structures. In the latter, the us of authoritY lies neither in the educational nor iodusitial camps,
but is so arranged that it elici s the best of what both can offer. As may be noted from these
options, they are not mutual! e clusive, apd'each has inherent positive and negative features.
HoWever, each points to a speci -direction in the formiXation of policy. ,s

, -

What factors should be considered in making so critical a decision as taking a specific policy
Position? Among the factors to be considered are

the collaborative structures that would be in the best interest of vocational education,
-given present trends and future possibilities for vocational preparation, ;

the co aborative structures that would be in the best interest of the clients served by
vpcat onal educatiopboth students and employers,

the pkobability of support by -key interest groups,

the probab of successful imp l mentation by participating agencies.

PSuch:choices are extremely difficult to carry out, not only because of the discontent that can
ensue, but because of the consequences of judgmental error. However, if hints from the literature
about what should be an appropriate course of action are followed, the chosen policy objective
will certainly point toward.streamlining cooperative efforts and creating a unifying st(ucture
between education and work. This sentiment is borne out by Clark's (1982ayexpressiori of dis-
cOntent over the fragmented nature of industry-education cooperation, and by his suggestion of
thetneed to wire the Systems of education and work together (Clark 1983b, p. 51). In addition, this
view is generglly supported by Wise (1981), who speaks of bringing nascent cooperation into full
educational maturity; by Aslanian and Brickell 11981), who speak of the need for elimihating the
company-college distinction; and by Barton (1981), who speaks of a fuller integration of education
and work,which can possibly be accomplished through the involvement of employers and unions
in the actual governance.of vocational education.

p?keeniHence, ng w'ith the_ first two of the selection factors enumerated above, the policy. .. .

,/objective to:be chosen will ve toward some form of restructuring of VEPS cooperation: But the
third factor will serve as the s urce of control for any ,uhrrAstrained inclinations to create new struc-
tures: Despite the difficulty experienced in making such choices; a policy objective must be deter-
mihed before speCific policy-aSernative§ are selected: The importance of having a policy objective
before choosing specific policy alternatives lies in the value of predetermined purposes for evaluat-
ing- the worthiness of c rently available options.

he Legal Framework for Implementing Policies for
Vocational-Education/Private-Sector Cooperation

While a policy objective is used as a means of evaluating policy options based on e predeter-
mined goal, consideratioh:of the legal framework helps in evaluating these options based on the
feasibility of implementation. Policies are not implemented in a vacuum. Newly implemented poli-
cies must it Within the framework of existing policies; and existing policies may be supportive,'
duplicative, or impeding. Prior assessment must be made to determine possibilities for sAcess-
fully integrating new policies within the existing legal framework.
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Table 1 examines other relevant policies that may be affected with the introduction of new pol-
icies in ,VEPS cooperation. The eight areas of policy noted here are only suggestive of the breadth
of existing legislation that may be considered.bach of these eight policies are evaluated based on
(a) the policy options they will affect and (b) the specific elfect each May have on selected policy
options. Because of limitations of space, this analysis does not provide sufficient detail for,making
any conclusive:decisions. Rather, it provides a framework for thinking about the impact of sug-
gested policies on existing legislation. It is expected that other relevant policies will be identified.:It
is also expected that more specificity will be given to the policy areas mentioned and the policy
effects noted. ti

P licy options and policy alternatives are detailed in the next major section of the paper.

Factors Affecting Cooperative ArrangementE Between
Vocational Education and the Private Sector

One common oversight in developing policies to enhance interagency cooperation is the.
notion that coordination occurs automaticallythat if some mechanism is set up-to foster coordi-
nation, then coordination will naturally result. But this is hardly ever the case. The mixed results
from coordination mandates in vocational education and other legislation provide verification. Past
experience teaches that policy initiatives to enhance VEPS cooperation must be conceived in a
manner that takes into account the inherent complexities of the business world and the inherent
difficulties of attempting to foster harmony among two organizational entities that are each pecu-
liar and historicallyerent.

In light of the complexity of these cooperative arrangements, this section of the paper seeks to
highlight the factors that prevent the development of strong ties between organizational entities.
The purpose of this examination is twofold.'First, it is intendeito provide guidance in the selection
of policies; and second, it is intended to suggest alternative considerations for designing. measures
for implementation and eValuation.

The following subsections will address ten factors that are essential to successful cooperation
between organizations. They are as follows:

1. Items to exchange
a_ 0

2. Mutuality of benefit

Similarity or complementarity of attributes (goals, values, idfologies, structures,
perceptions)

Mutuality of respect, confidence, and trust

5. Interorganizational awareness

6. Communication

7. Commitment

8. Receptivity to change
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TABLE 1

VOCATIONAL-EDUCATION/PRIVATE SECTORAVEPS) COOPERATION
AN ANALYSiS OF RELEVANT OTHER POLICIES

Relevant Other Policies Poliq Options Affedt&I
Effect on POssible Policy Options

to Enhance V.EPS Cdoperative Activites

1: Vocational education legislation
requiring general advisory councils,
and policies in local institutionS
requiring craft advisory councils
for each vocational program

All policies will be affeCted since
the advisory structure is currently
used as tha;primary link between
vocational education and the private
tectOr,

To avoid Prarallel structures; the role
of advisory' councils may havo to bi
'redefined,. the curient structures of
advisory councils will have to
modified; or the advisory structure as
we know it may have to bedoMpletely
eliminated.

'NZ

2. Job Training PartherShiP Act,
which requires the heavy involve=
ment of industry in training
activities

4

All policies will be affected since
the Job Training Partnership Act
already elicits the participation of
local employers through PIGS: There
Is a finite number of employers. .'

t

Emplo s may have Vci;choose which
arm of t ning thOy shOUIckbecorne
involved with AMong. the possible
consequences are:; duplication; over-.
btirdening of emPloyers and torn=''
petition among local agenciet.

3. Current corporate tax policies
(federal and state)

...

Policies which propose the use of
tax' incentives to elicit industry
participation; or policies which
suggest additional taxation from
industry or more training responsi-
Oility allocated to them.

Incentives will only be encouraging,
given nature of current corporate tax
policies. Incentives may well end up
not being attractive to prospective
participantt

4. State and federal laws on ,,, q

employer liabilities for acci-
at the'workplace

Policies requiring federal insurance
programs sp that the prospect of
liabilitY fdls accidents does not deter
employer participation

-,
Relieves some of the t4nsibn that
discourages participation: Laws must
be:known so that effeativ and work-
able measures can be set up



TABLE 1 (continued).

.

Relevant Other Policies Policy Options Affected
. Effect on Possible Policy Options
to Enhance VEPS Cooperative Activitel

'C'

5. LegislationLegislation on fair labor
!standards and practices

All:policies requiring the use
of studentS in the procNction
of goods or delivering 64 services.

.

i
Has implications for evaluating the
cost to the employer or the public
.agencies, and for determining how
specific policies can be implemented.

6. Union policies for the workplace

---,....

All policies requiring the use
of students in the actual .pro-
duction of goods and delivering
of services.

,

...

:Union policies may not be consistent
with the training objectives set further
klY some policies. The use of student
as Workers can undermine the securiti
of employees who are represented bl
the union. It may also conflict with
existing apprenticeship arrangements.

.
. ,

7; State legislation for ind6Stry
services

All policies requring the intensive
,participation of cooperating
iridustries.

Possibility of duplication;
- ..

.

8. Feceral legitlation on con- ,
tracting with private and
governmental institutions .

Policies suggesting the federal
use of industries as contractors
to provide training services;

-
.

Currently existing contractual restrio.
tions may undermine the success of
such poliCies where implemented
(e.g.; paperwork; time span between
submitting bids and being allocatecl
a contract; reporting requirements
may not be attractive to industries)

WV
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. Preconception of implementation consideratiOns'--

10: Leadership initiative

Factor 1: Itetns to Exchange

A fundamental condition for establishing interorganizational relations is a basis for exchange.
Each participant in a coordinative relationship must possess something that can be contributed to
the relationship (Kocrlan 1975); each must possess some item to exchange. To the extent that
there are no exchangeable items between cooperating entities; the basis for cooperation will be
unclear; and the success of cooperative ventures will be uncertain: There must be items to
exchange for successful coordination to result:

Thus, with VEPS cooperation; it is assumed that loch side has exchangeable items to contrib-
ute to a cooperative relationship. And this is indeed the case. On the one hand vocational educa-
tion can general provide a well-trained work force; and on the other; the privatetector can
donate the financial, physical and human resources to make that training possible. But if viewed
from a microscopic perspective, the question of exhangeable items can arise each and every time
a proposal. s made to develop a cooperative relationship betvieen a specific vocational institution
and a specific type of industry. The key question then becomes whether that specific relationship
is being established because exchangeable items are present; or whether the organizations are
establishing such ties because of the good that is somehow inherent in coordination.,

If ties are established for the latter reason, the uccessful coordination is doubtful. As Wilson
(1981) notes in commenting on cooperation betty gn education and the 'private actor. "Efforts to
develop relationships between different groups it if their basis is only that such relationships are
good" (p. 11).

Policymaker.s can correctly assume that there issa basis for exchange between vocational edu-
cation and the private se tor. This assumption is borne out by the literature, by experience; and by
the history of VEPS relati nships. However, it is incorrect for policymakers to assUthethat any or
all industries have items t exchange with any or all vocational institutions. Policies must be devel-
oped that take into account these differences in ordanizational needs and output.

Factor 2: Mutuality of Benefit

The presence of exchangeable items assures that each participant in the relationship has
something to benefit from coordination. But relations are strengthened only when each side per-
ceives mutual benefit or gains fumy' interacting (Levine and White 1960; Evans 1966). This mutual:-
ity of benefit is perhaps the oldest and most common principle-of interorganizational relations.
The exchange must be a mutually balanced one; and the items exchanged mustbe_sufficiently
valuable to the participating organizations. What an organization gives or receives must be consid-
ered valuable enough to warrant entry into the relationship.

In VEPS cooperation, the vocational institution, the employer, and even the student, all benefit
from a coordinative realtionship (Bathnay 1980). The industry benefits from high profitability
because of a skilled work force, the student gets better training and job opportunities and the
school can maintain higher standaitds. T , the needs of all participating organizations are met.
As Warmbrod (198) notes, there must be ognition of mutual needs; and to warrant the time,



effort, and resources required for ccillabofation, needs and benefits must be clearly perceived by
' all papicipating organizations..lf mutual recognitiqpctf mutual naeds is the precursor to mutuality

of benefit, then VEPS cooperation has a firm foundatjon for establiihing cooperative
arrangements,

But such an approach seems somewhat selfish, and it is,espatially so in coordination
between ingustry and education. Hensley (1978), admitted the strong self-orientation in such rela-
tionstii,ps when he noted that there must be a rfcognition."that individualaand institutions often
initiate actions because of their-own interest." Whatever the circumstances, ht-states, "All interests
must be served" (p17): When all interests are served, the relationship, however structured, is
likely to continue as long as it seems mutually beneficial (Wilson 1981). Hence: participation in a
cooperative arrangement is based on the likelihood that each participant has something to gain_
and continues to realize such gains, Hoyt (1982).puts this concept into practice when he states
that a basic principle of industry-education'cooperation is alwayS to make sure that the "what's in
it for me" question jaansWered. Here; Hoyt; as did many other authors (Shive and Rogus 1979;
Wilson 1981); highlighted the importance of examining the. mutuality of benefits before engaging
in a cooperative arrangement.

If there is such a strong propensity to pursue organizational interest fn establishing coopera-
tive ties, then several questions can be raised. Are benefits truly mutual in industry/vocational:
education cooperation? Is there a balanceln the intensity of need'? If benefits are not equally Valu-
able, then they are not truly Mutual. If there is not a balance in need intensity; then the organiza:...
tion with themost intense need will run the risk of becoming.overly dependent. These complex
issues',give rise to uncertainty as to whose interest is being best served by VEPS cooperation.

Polscymakers should carefully Consider the mutuality or symmetry of benefit in any mandated
cooperative arrangement. Naturally, each oganiiation will examine policy mandates to ascertain
the potential for gain. If the anticipated'benefit is not sufficiently valuable, then there- will bean
unwillingness to Participate. Even beyond this policy mandates can be counter-productive to the
extent that they encourage situations whereihere is a great inbalance in benefit. If vocational edu-
cation becomes the prime beneficiary in the relationship and is made too dependent on industry
for delivering training serviceslthen educational aUtonahly.can be lost and the vocational educa-
tion sector may become "too subjected-to indiistrialinfluence. An indepth analysis of 6en.ef0 *ust
be made when policies are seriously being considered.

Factor 3: Similarity or Complementarity of Attributes

When organizations have similar goals and philosophieS,then the climate for coordination
between them becomes,more favorable (Evans 1966; Miller 1958; Johns and DeMarche 1951). ThiS
is consistent with the researchA)n-interorganizational theory whicp confirms the fact that compati-
bility and congruence are elemental concepts in interorganizational relations: As might -be
expected, similarity of attributes makes it easier to krriderstand and communicate with each other.

But Evans (1966) also speaks of the concept of complementarity of attributes. The objectives
of one organization; although not similar to.that of another; may well contribute to the ability,of
that other organization to accomplishjts goals. Here, organizations can establish a.mutuallysup-

_.portive relationship.

Coordination between vocational education and the private sector must be examined on both
the dimensions of similarity and complementanty. The end purposes of vocational education and
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'industry are certainly not sirnilar.The former is concerned with the preparation of competent
vidUals, while the latter is concerned with the production of goods and delivery of services for a
profit.- But these goals are complementary since the individuals that are prepared-13y the vocational
education system are utilized by industry to produce goods and deliver services. The complemen-
tary nature of goals make any relationship between these organizations mutually supportive.

Efut by examining thosE dimensions in which similarities are present; it is possible to assess
compatibility for fbstering a coordinative relationship. If similar values, ideolOgies, perceptions,
and structures exist on both sides, then the climate for cooperation can be favorable. But do these
similarities generally exist? Available evidence bears out the fact that differenCes on these dimen-
sions are numerous. Bowen, (1981) questions the comp_atibiljty of 'business and .industrywith their.
educational;counterparts. She notes, among other differences, that business people do not clearly
understand distinct pattern of campus decision making. Clark and Rinehart (1982), cite4he dif-

. ferences between the budget cycles of business and industry and the educational System; Reap
and Brown (1976) note that there is a low-correlation between perceptions of businesi people and
educators with regard to abilities required on the job; and other authors have cited numerous dis-
similarities between the private sector and vocational education. .

.

Dissimilarities create tension and tension is inimical to the success of coordinative relation-
. shtps. In spite of the similarity and complementarity that exist between the-seentities.(Honicky

1979), certain traditional differences can plague the participants in a cooperative venture. These
differences do not make the establishment of successful relationships impossible. Hovgever, the
differences that exist must be recognized and accommodated in designing cooperative
arrangements.

This information is essential for formulating policy. It is so appealing to dwell Op the positive
aspects of CEPS cooperation, that the similarities and complementarity, may be OA
emphasizedto the total neglect of the differences that exist. Neglecting these difie encei can
prove to be a fatal oversight in formulating policy: Some coordinative structures are impossible to
implement successfully because of the tension that is generated by inherent differences, Such dif-
ferences must be recogniied by both poli`Citmakers and policy implementators;Ind gbeasuresmust
be taken to overcome them: ,

Factor 4: Mutuality of Respect, Confidence, and Trust

Successful coordinypion cannot result without the' presenbe of mutual respect, confidence,
and trust between coordinating parties. Here, too, the absence of these qualitieitan Create
enough tension to make coordinative arrangements ineffective. This ig clearly noted t>.9 caul (1981) Jid

when he states that
4, .7

Mutual respect and trust is important to any relationship. But.it is even moielhipOrtant
to linkages between education and industry. Only when the industry is convinced that
theeducation system is willing and capable df delivering training program's suited to
their (industry) heeds, will they go the extra mile to help schools with thelitacilities,
equipment, and personnel. (p. 33) ,;#

- "
hEVe.Shive and Rogus (1979) observed that "qualitative school business parrnerships.grow over

tiMe:with the development of mutual trust" (p. 290).



A careful examination of the status of coordination betWeen vocational education and pri-
vate sector, however, reWeals much to be desired in the area of mutual respect, Confidence, a'nd
trust. Jasso (1983) cites mistrust as the first serious problem that arises when representatives from

.business ancleducation get together to explore possible collaborative efforts. Johnston (1979)
goes-as far isfeferring to the condition as a state of cold war between the business sector and
education; ncittrib that sucha state exists be0ause of the mistrust-that exists on both sides. One of
NAIEC's publications (NAIEC n.d.) commented on. the percept-ion Of some business people that
the only assistance educators need from them is' dollars: This viewpOint is supported by Wilson
(19)31) who warns that private initiative meansrpOrethan. private money. Such comments infer that.
the vocational education community is primarily in*eSted in the resources they Can receive from
industry; they also reflect the suspicion on the part of the business community that ttil.is-trie case.
Such situations do not refelect mutual trust:

But some of these feelings of hesitancy originate beyond the immediate realm of the cooper-
ating parties; Ripley and Frankln (1983) state invery clear terms that some businesses do not want
to become involved with public training programs because-bra prOfounq mistrust and dislike of
government programs and regulations in general. .

Policymakers must be forewarned of these circumstances. Ina climate of uncertain trust;
efforts should be made to restore mutual confidence before engaging in any massive efforts at re-
structuring cooperative mechanisms. Policies must be developed in such a manner as to allow

' members of the private sector andpportUnity to Overcome their fears and.misgivings. Policy-
makers may want to consider 'an incremental pOlicy measure, where the bond of the cooperative
arrangement is achieved m a series of steps over a prespecified time period:1.

Factor 5: Interorganizationat Awareness

Awareness is a prerequisite for establiShing'coordinativeties (Esterline 1976). Awareness
refers to the degree to which organizations or units within these organizations are familar with the

services, goals, or selected characteriStics of other organizations and unit?;, or more specifically,
the extent to which each agency is knowledgeable of the potential of other organizations to sup-
port its activitieS(Litwak and Hylton'1962);One cannot truly evaluate the potential for coordina-

.,tioll..*ithout being aware of essentiatzharacteristicsdf the other organization. Even more nurtur-
iiiiarthationshiP with the other organization is dtffiCult if tine is not sufficiently aware of its ".
'organizational characteristics:

The-importance of this factor is well known in VEPS cooperation. Relic (1979) emphasizes that
the potential for cooperation amongll the key actors in industry-education cooperation must be
based on "awareness of one another's role" (p. 1); Wilson (1981) suggests that increased commun-
ication wilt contribute to a growing understanding and appreciation of each other: and Banathy
and Duwe (1978), in delineating procedureS.for establishinglinkage, notes several steps through
which educators will develop an awareness of industry.

(1.1,

Whether or not these precautions are generally observed is still unclear371oniky (1979) notes
that "ineffective communication between the educational and business communities has resulted
in misunderstanding myths, and stereotypes" (p. )_This lack of awarenesgfesults because the
tendency. of organizations is to assume that, they have full knottiledge of theOTher. Usually they do
noteither because of overconfidence or lack,of interest, Resnick (1980) points out that gener-
ally, educators have little exposure to industry and ,therefore have a minimal awareness of the
industrialworld. Although this will not be true of vocational instructors, the need for familarity.with
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the industrial world is dearly noted: However; whether vocational instructors main i'this
ity is debatable: If there is truth to Hensley's (1978) claim that educat rs are relu ant to leave the

.,.cfhssibOrri1Oobserve industrial prOcedures; then there rs more.;SUbsta a to_t _ai-dument ,fOr
encouraging educators to .becor'n'eaware of the charactOittics of industr he state of awareness
by educators should be of concern to policymakers. It seems futile to encourage cooperative prac:.
tices,when participants in such relationships do not fully understand the context of their counter-
part's activities. Consideration should be given to some educational program as a prerequisite for
establishing cooperative ties. The program should focus on the attainment of interorganizational
awareness.

; .

Factor 6:Zoinsrunication

Communidation is another essential factor in interorgani ational relations. Ease of communi-.

cation.between and within agencies can make the differphce between a marginal coordihative
arrangement and one that is effective in accompliSping.its purgioses. If two different organizational
entities are.fequired to.function togetherin accomplishing a common goal, there _must be some

'.iohesivenessamonp parts.of both organizations so as to reach that goal. In the absence of a sub-
unit comprised of the relevant faaiors from both cirgamiations, lines of communication must be

instituted to create the interorganizatiOnal bond. As pointed out in the previous subsection, this
bond fosters interorganizationaawareness that, nurtures effective cooperative ties.

The importance of effective communication in VEPS cooperation is highlighted by Warmbrod
(1982). After visiting a variety of exemplary industrial-education cooperation programs across the
country, she notes the factors accounting for the success of these programs and presents some
general guidelines for 'educational irMitations desiring to establish cooperative ties with industry.
First among her list of guidelines :was that there should be "good, clear communication between_.
key persons in indary and education" (p. 14). Several other authors echo the same advise
(Hogky'1979; Watson 1982).'Wat;on (1982) goes a bit further to' note that educators should learn
the language of industry so that they can communicate with industrial per'sonnel.

But effective co unication is not easy to realize. In the very first sentences of the handbook
Of industry-educatio councils (NAIEC n.d.), the author points to this problem in stating "duca-
tion and Industry do not kn'ow each.otber well#nough" In fact, he states, "there is a wide corn-

.
munication Honiky.(1979) supports this statement, observing that_we are in the midst
of a considerable dilemmathat of ineffective communication between industry and education. In
formulating policies to enhance VEPS cooperations, policymakers should ensure that whatever .

policies are instituted, free and easy communication will be allowed.,Although coordinatioricannot
be mandatk policymakers may want to require activities, or the institution of measures, that will
encourage communication.

Factor 7: Commitment

Mutual commitment between organizations is one of the most essential ingredients in the-suc-
cess of cooperative ties. Though organizations may have the incentive to cooperate-because of the
perceived benefits to be attained from a cooperative relationship, without mutual commitment to
the cooperative venture the relationship may function at a mediocre level; and may eventually

'whither and Oie. Commitment Is the energizing force that gives life to mandates; contracts; plans,
"and other formal instruments designed to foster coordination;
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Clark (1982b) observed that_ the act of bringing together the local leadership in industry and
education takes commitment on part of both sectors. The intensity of effort required also
speaks to the importance of commitment (Clark and Rinehart 1982). Warmbrod (1g82) also hints-at
the importance of commitment as she discusses general guidelines for establishing industry-
education cooperation. But commitment depends on a variety of factors includirig the persons
involved, the nature of the benefit to be derived, and the existing organizational and social climate.

The present nature of cooperative relations between education and industry does not allow
theprivate sector to develop any strong degree of commitment to educational activities. Hensley
(1978) notes that industry remains unconvinced that educational linkages are important. Voluntary
participation does not necesaritPsecure commitment. Commitment cannot be mandated, there-
fore, policymakers should investigate alternative structures that will demand a higher level of
commitment on the part ofkindustry.

Factor 8:7Hgceptivity to Change""
Invollement in any foq of interorganizational relationship requires some degree of change on

the part of ach participating organization. Each organization has to accommodate the nee &s of
the other. This accommodation sometimes requires major intraorganizational adjustments: Addi-
tional responsibilities may have to be assigned: priorities may have to change so that resources
can be reallocated: and sometimes, even organizational, structures and established procedures
may have to change. If participating organizations are not receptive to the thanges that are
required. resistant behavior will result. This resistance severely undermines coordination. But the
problem May'not only be resistance as structures may be so rigid that adjustments cannot be
made to respond to demands imposed by coordination.

Watsdn, (1969) in his analysis of resistance to change in;social syStems, notes three primary
reasons fpr resistance: the protection of vested,interesr protectio; f what is considered, sacred:
and rejection of,"o'utsiders." These terid to explain the inflexrbility both industry and vocational
education in VERE cooperative activities.

; Yet, concensusexists that hange is inherent in VEPS cooperation. Paul (1981) notes that flex,
ibility is an important character is to successful industry-education relations, for without flexibil-
ity maintaining an effective training service would be impossible. Banathy and Duwe (1978) stress
the importance of 'adaptability, and Warmbrod (1982) observes teat institutional flexibility is
required to meet the needs of industry.

But the fle ility required does not characterize the current institutional structures or inclina-
tions st for VEPS cooperation: In commenting on the status of industry-educa on coopera-
tion,

that .ex
Cohen and West (1978) state that there is "the age old phenomenon of resistant -to change,

of telf-protective clinging to the status quo, of maintenance of vested interest" (p: 17): Hensley
(1978) also illustrates this resistance with the following statement: "In some ways there is the
expressed idea that "our way" is the right way apfl "their way" is the,wrong way. In short, there is a

. significant resistance to institutional change" (p. 30):

r ductive VEPS cooperation cannot materialize when institutions are unwilling to modify
insti uional structures to accommodate the demands of a cooperative relationship. Since resis-
tance is not easily overcome, policymakers must be aware of this phencimenon as a potential
impediment to realizing the true benefits of cooperation. Here again, policy mandates incremental
in nature may ease the shock of drastic change and woo participants to make thenecessary :t;

,pdjustments
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Factor 9: Preconceptibn of implementation Considerations :

Before a cbordinative relationship becomes functional, some preconsideration must be given
to every facet of implementation. So often institutions establish coordinative-11es without consider-
ing the details of Prbw the coordination funation will be accomplished. This neglect usually pr2ves
to be harmful when coordination is operative!. While some problems tan beovercome at that
time. many of them are difficult to handle and culminate in the disruption of the relationship.6'

Many professionals who are involved in VEPS cooperation suggest.various factors to be con-
sidered before engaging in cooperative arrangements. Hoyt (1982) notes two key principles: .

1. Ensure that both industry and education agree on the expected student benefits to be
derived from working together. (p. 1)

2. Ensure that what you propose industry and education persons do together can work.

;.

Warmbrod (1982), in her specification or guidelinetiat were abstracted from exemplary pro-
grams,.notes other factors.

1. Careful and thorough planningof each cooperative effort
). ,, .

2. A clearly written agreement or contract to help achieve successful'completion of the joint
endeavor. .

.,.

3. Arrangement for ongoing 'evaluations. (p. 14) 5.

Wilson (1981) advises the education sector to ensure the need targeted is adOressable through
cooperative action. All these point to the necessity of careful examination before engaging in e
cooperative venture. They highlight the importance of preplanning.

TheSe suggesti-6ns have implications for policy implementation?. In the formulation of policy;
consideration should be given to the development of coordination plans. This activity will encour,
age coordinating entities.to parefully examine the procedures for interacting:

Factor 10: Leadership Initiative i

In any form of interorganizational coordination, the impetus must ciame from somewhere to
maintain the momentum of the relationship. °ordination will go nowhere if someone is not willing
to take the leaders initiative. In VEPS Coop ation, this is almost a universal-principle. Paul and'
Carlos (1980) note that Hie need for strong dedicated leadership is'es'sential for developing effec-
tive linkages betwe n industry and vocational education. Wilson (1981) also notes the importanC,et -..",:"'.

of leadership. He suggests that someone in education or the private sector must reach out.to the
other, or there can be no evolving relationship. Similar sentiments were,experienced by Hensley
(1978), Ripley and Franklin (1983), and Hoyt (1983).

* ,t)
But both Ripley and Franklin, and Hoyt suggest that vocatidnal education should provide the,

leadership. Hoyt states that:
', ,

., ...

s . lb' . .
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Vocational education must provide the leadership if you Want closer cooperation
between biusiness and indUstry. Youas a vocational technical educator will have to
make the kst move. Increasingly, we are operating in a buyer's market, yet we'are the

(p. 75)

In a similar vein Ripley aad Franklin (1983),notes,

There must be some initiative taken by someone in order that there could be a situation
in which there could be substantial and meaningful private seztor involvement in public
employment and training programs: Most likely it is business that will have to be wooed

....arid some other adtorspublic in many case; that will need to take the initiative:
(p. 701)

These have policy implications for determining where the-locus of responsibility will lie for
VEPS cooperation. The literature seems to suggest that.industry is not motivated toprovide the
leadership. Either m sures will have to bp developed to peak their interest, or -the locus of
responsibility. will ha p to continue to reside with vocational education....

1 ..
The Policy Arena for Vocational:EdUcation/

Private-Sector (VEPS) Cooperation
-e. =

_ . 4, . .

There are many organizations with vested interest to the training enterprise. Any policy affect=
ing the current means of'delivering training to the public will be closePy examined by these organi- ,

zations. The objecl of their examination will be to determine whether or not new policy initiatives
will in some way affect their organizations' scope of respon ibility. It it for this purpose that the fol-
lowing table tries to make a preliminary analysis of the incli atiOns of key organizations. Sixteen
key organizations are indentified and a sketch of potentially pertinent information on each of these
is provided in table 2.

. .

Information on these factors was secured through contact with repr sentativesfrom-eac of
these agencies. While the information included he_re may not Oecomplete enough for use he
policymaker, it does provide a sense as to the variety of concerns that can be brought to b r on
policy initiatives to strengthen VEPS cooperation: In addition ,the inforation provides a pre-
liminary structure for assessing the posture and influence .0f key stakeholders in the training policy
arena:

Summary

Issues. of policy relevance and policy feasibility (both in terms Citenactrrient an mplementa-.
.tion) are major concerns in the development of polficji.- The topics discuSsed in th' chapter'should
shed some light on these issues as they relate to VEPS cooperation. There must e a policy objec-
tive; consideration must be given to the legal framework within which a policy will be iinplemented;
underlying factors of previous successes and failures in cooperative ventures must he considered;
and the concerns and influence of participants in the policy arena. must be.assessed: Without these
considerations: the policymaker will be vnprepared for the challenges of the policy development
process and the complgxities of the field for implementation. "
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.TABLE 2

VOCATIONAL E UtATIoN/VRIVATESECTOR {VEPS) COOPERATION
EVALUATION OF GROUPS INiTHE POLICY ARENA

f
Group

Mainliersfiip
and Size

.
\

,Typdof Constituents
Level of Concern

about VEPS Coopertion
Possible Issues and Areas of

:Concern about VEPS Cooperation

I .

-

,.

Council of Chief
State School
Offers

.

56 chief state .
officers representing
Bach state and 6
trust territories:

., .
. .

.

State education ,
agencies: f'
Education policy.
makers:

t an issue with the
council; but is state

- specific, and level
::of concern varies

from state to state. ,

.

Varies from state to state. Generally,
concerned with adequaterpreparatio6
of students for employment.

.

.

, _ ._

.filational.AssOciation
of State Boards

.

i.

700 members.

f

.

..

State boards of c .,
educatiorf; .. li '''

0..

-

.
VEPS cooperation
is among the top 2
issues with which
they are Concerned..

. -j. :'

.

Concerned with transition from
- :school to work: _ 0

Concerned with the nature of respo
sibilities assumed by each sector.
Interagency agreements.

I. Education tom=
mission of theic -

States -W-..

. .

,. _

Representatives of
..:

48 states; Puerto
Rico, Virgin Is nds,
American Sa Oa;
or 357 arm ers.

.

Governors, legitlatiVe.
leaders: chief sietelchool
officers. State hi6her edq-
cation, executive office;
State education boards, ',

., t NO informakon
received.

.

Noinformation received.
N.

-1.

.

I. National Astociation
of Mahufaeturers\,

/iii

4

. . *
14,000 companies.
80%:of the COirj3oni4s
employ fewer than
100 persons,. 14policy
committees :: _"_

, .

.'

Manufacturees, per -
sonnet concernegwt h
fiscal p9licy; inferno-
tional trade, taxation

'ieciolationsi-human _

resources. .

.

.

.

. i , (

f.: corn rn 4 t tees do not
V,.-fircils specifically.On
-_:.edUCation buf strongly
"concerned about job
P' training: Membership

broadly involved,
but involvement
mostly company
specific.

,-.

.

Strongly encourage vocational
education to be sensitive to
industry needs:
Feels there should.bea closer
analysis of the job market and
trainin
Concerned about the level of
academic achievement in public
schools and whether we will have
the labor force to meet changing ..

technological needs.
. .",

Generally concerned about policy
supporting local control of schools.

he infor ation contained in'this tableowas secured through a telephone interview with representatives from the specific organizations. It should be
noted tha he respondents from.th` rganizati were not notified about the questionnaireimforeithe interview., and consequently they were
esponding orythe-spot.
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TABLE 2 (CeTtinued)

Group .,,
Membership'

and Size
_.

Type of Constituents
i

_ Lemel_of Concern
aliout VEPS Cooperation

POssible Issues and Areas of
Concern about EPS Cooperation

5. )tiOnat.'iMiapce
1, Busineli ,

,

Approximate repre-
sentation: 50 colleges,
over 1,000_companies
over 11,000 volun-
teers:

..

.

'Private industries, black
colleges, private indus-
try council;. govern --
ment personnel, pub-
lic interest groups.

.
High level of concern
currently raising funds
to.continue program
on industry-edUcation
cooperation.

"
",,i

...

EncpUrage industry to seek partner
ships with schbolS; i;e:: adopting ;
school, allowing students to spend
time in businesses-'to get: a' feel for

. e workplace.
Getting individuals who are success
ful -,,in their careers to go into schoo
anclacquaint students with work
Places.
Concerned about linkage between ti
job marketand training needs
perforn;ance accountability; s

.

6. National Federation
. of Independent

Business -A

Over 500,000
members.

Independent businesses: No information
received.

No information received.

7. American Associ-
ation of Training
and Development

22,000 members; Types of groups repre
sented include: corpo-
rations; government_
institutions and educe-
tion

---- .

-No information .
received.

. #

No information received.
.:1,,..1',

8: AFL-CIO 14,000,000 members.
96 international
unions. '.'.

4 .

Unions .

'.

Level of concern varies jIP
from union to union:
Some Unions are con-
cerned about and
involved in VEPS
cooperation. _' ,7

, ,
To increase the pool of available

- Workers-. .,,,.

Interest in Oucafiopalpompetence
- for ernploymertf. ,

Broadlseconcerned about industrial
bondinl and taxation, .;

9; Chamber of
Commerce of the
United States (

200;000 members:
.

.

.

.1_,,,
,

.

,,P

80% of e businesses
in the ted States, .

, ,

,.-Believes it to be quite
esselitial.,High4y;o:30k,
concerned. . . ,4

.r..: '

4i;., . -

t.
c,

)Increased cooperation between "voce
tional education and business; _

Lack ,of adequSte input by busines!
on educational policy; _ _

InadeqUate labor marketinformation
.

_ part of vocational education; _ _

Inbon-ffiatibility of what i it
vocatioal education wi h w at is
needecrin the work world. ,



Group

.

. t
Membership

and Size.

_

Type of Constituents

Level of Concern

about VEPS Cooperation
f

.

Possible Issues and Areas of

Concern about VEPS Cooperation

10: American Council

on Education

11620,membels and

affiliates: '

Institutions, colleges,

universities;higher

educationiffiliates

and associltions, ,

-

Very high interest.

,

Needs of vocational education far out-

strip resources in, education to meet

them. . '
Lack of an adequately trained teaching

cadre in vocational education to educatt

the types of students needed in the work

force:

1. National Advisory

-Council on Voeational

Education

.;0

21 Councilr.members.

,

Advise president,

Congress, secretary of

educatiOn; National

commission on em.

ployment policy.

Very concerned for

vocational education-

industry partnership;

. ,

Lot of rhetoric; not enough solid workinc

relationships.

Interactor between vocational education

Industry not extensive enough,

Example: there is inadequate communi-

cation abOUt program standards and

curriculum content.

2: American Vocational

Association

50;000-members;
e

_.

Administrators; super-

intendents, teachers

(anyone interested in

vocational education)

i
.

Very concerned.
/

Legitimate private sector involvement in

program planning and evaluation:

Concerned that vocational education get;

gets its share of funds from private sector;

Concerned wish how collaborative types

of patterns are developed; e.g;; communi

cation, use of resources,

3, Association for

. Independent

Colleges ands
Schools, ,

580 Schools.

0 Students.

Instittition organized

to train students. Pri-

vate independent

scholsr.

.

It is a primary concern

'of #ie organization,

0

Concerned with educathig studeritt for

employment needs: concerned with

sharing in publit funds,

,

.



TABLE 2 (continued)

-
Group

Membership
and Size Type of Constituent

Level of Concern_.

about VEPS Cooperation

,

Possible Issues and kqes of
Concern about VEPS Cooperation

.

I. National Association
for Industry-Education
Cooperation

900 members.

..

.
f... .

Leader or persons in
decision making posi:
tions in business,
education, labor, and
government.

.

Very high. The mission
of the organization is
to improve partnership
between vocational
education and private
sector.

.

Refocus vocational education to be more
responsive to student and employer needs.
More direct vocational education ptivate
sector cooperative planning, goal setting,
and needs assessment. Redesign of edu-
cational curriculum. Updatin_g instruc
tional materials and equipMent in .

vocational education.

i. United States
Apprenticeship
Association

270 staff members.
300,000 employees.
50,000 employers.

Over 300,000 recog-
nixed apprentices.
About 50,000
employers repre-
senting a vareity
of businesses and
trades,

Very high concern.
Involved with voca-
tional education at
state and local level
to encourage
sharing.

Turf issue,--substan ve concern is
whether vocational education or
private sector can i -st prepare

_ students for work.
Students graduati g from vocational
education witho ,t_ adequate knowl-
edge about the tr:de for whiph they
have been traine a .

i. National Association
of Private Industry
Councils

80 members. Members of private
industry councils.
Professional adminis-
tration of employ-
ment firms.

This concern is con-
sidered to be among
the to five priorities.

.
.

Improved com unication between
vocational education and business.
To ensure Oett r coordination between
job training-se -tors and vocational
education.
Utilization o vocational education
as a training .ource for employing
agencies.
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CHAPT

A COMPENDIUM OF POLICY ALTERNATIVES

Policies cannot be formulated without understanding the context that generates the need for
policy; noncan policies be formulated without due consideration given to the environmentin
which those policies will be utilized. The concern for context was addressed in Chapter 2 of this
paper andthe considerations for policy deliberation were-addressed in Chapter 3. This chapter
identifies and examines four broad-based policy area's. suggests a variety of policy options and
provides a detailed analysis of twelve specific

.-
Policy Options: A Framework foi Understanding Policy Alternatives

..i.
A policy is a course of action. The course of actipn an agency chooses to pursue is usually

-t

contingent on a variety of internarconsideritions. Most'imgortant among these considerations
are .

'\.

the level of involvement the agenty is willirig, t6 have in influencing the field or addressing
the problem situation; _

, the degree ofiestructuring or change the agency is willinito assume responsibility for;
and- . nd . .

the level of investment the agency is willing to make in influencing the field.

But all these ararelatedth eater the degree of resttuCturing,;the.higher the investment
and involvement required.

To accommodate these considerations, fo r broad-based policy areas are suggested to allow
the agency Maximum flexibility in pursuing-alternatives. These areas form the basis of the frame-
work for identifying_ polity ttliternatives. Four option areas are noted that imply four distinctly dif-
ferent roles for the federal government. The four areas (and roles) are (1) a posture of involvement
without direct fiscal intervention (assuming the role of catalyst), (2) fiscal support for knowledge
generation and inforipation dissemination (rote as knowledge generator), (3) fiscal support to
encourage and strengthen current 'activities (role as supporter), and (4) fiscal incentives and su
port to create new structures (role as innovator/leader). Each of these has a different intent, a if-
ferent justification, and is_Oased on different assumptions; and each has unique advantages a d

/disadvantages. Further, Waal' of these 'Mies will warrant a different set of policy alternatives. I the
following pages; the four POlity areas are presented, each including a destriptiOn of the poll' y,
brief presentation of the intent; justification; explanation of assumptions, and advaritages an dis:..
advantages of the policy:
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POLICY AREA 1: FISCAL NONINTERVENTION

DESCRIPTION:

The federal government would assume a role as a catalyst. Although rio funds would -be pro-
vided to localities forany form of cooperative activity, measures would be implemented to main-
tain an awareness of the importance of vocational-education/private-sector LVEPS_Lcooperation.
Measures here would vary from facilitative activities to the proVisOon of nonfiscal stimuli.

INTENT:

To allow natural forces to pvide the appropriate vocational-eduCation/privatesector coop-
erative equilibrium; Einploy non 'seal measures to facilitate the natural grOwth and development of
cooperative ties. ,

JUSTIFICATION:
4

1. Too costly to make a cost-beneficial or cost-efficient contribution.
2. The importance of local fiscal initiative in securing commitment to policy direction
3. Local autonomy/new federalism_ .

4. Sentiment among locals for federal nonintervention

A UMPTION:

U-rtder present circumstances, fiscal involvement of the federal government would not make a
signifitant difference. The inertia of local interest would accomplish the development of effective
coOperative ties.

ADVANTAGES:
?

1. No direct cOstto government
2. 1No responsibility for embarking on a wrong course.

DISADVANTAGES: 4,
t Limited ability to exert control over the course of vocational-education/private-sector

cooperate n:
Perceptio by vocational education community of federal negligence in the atea.

3. Accusations 'Of partiality to other forms of training where there would be fiscal support for
Stich activities.
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DESCRIPTION:

POLICY AREA 2: KNOWLEDGE GENERATION

Provide fiscal support for the generation of knowledge and the disSemination,of inforniation
pertaining to private sector involvement with the vocational education communiti. Research funds
would be provided to investigate specific topics that would contribute to VEPS cooperation.

INTENT:

To secure information for understanding aspeCts of VEPS cooperation that would not be clear
to policymakers and practitioners.

JUSTIFICATION:

Pursuing courses of action without understanding the intricacies of.X.ERS cooperation could
be counterproductiVe. Directing policy at specific problems without noting true nature of such
problems would be unwise.

ASSUMPTION:

There are aspects of VEPS cooperation that we do not quite understand, and understanding
these would be critical before significant investment should be made in this area. The success of
future policy depends'on factors that are not yet understood.

ADVANTAGES:

1. A base ordata to support future action
2. More security in initiating action (especiallyif drastic)
3. Advancing knowledge in the area

DISADVANTAGES:

ri

1. Delay in time (especially if there is an urgency for policy).
2. Open to accusations of "footdragging."
3. Questionable as to whether the results of studies would (or could) be utilized.
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DESCRIPTION:

POLICY AREA-3: MAINTENANCE OF STATUS QUO

Provide fiscal support to encourage and strengthen current ,activities. Localities would provide
incentives to establish the type of cooperative arratigements that would be appropriate to their
conteict. This wciiild'also include measures to resolve problems that currently detract from existing
irydustry- education cooperative arrangements. Little control would be exerted over the type or
nature of cooperative activities.

j
INTENT:/

To ,stimulate and strengthen 'cooperative 'activities without exerting too much control, tttus
allowinOocalities the opportunity and the freedom to establish the cooperative arrangements they
deem appropriate:

JUSTIFICATION:

1. With the current level of interest in, VEPS cooperation many .innovative practices are being
initiated. For interest,and creativity to flourish, incentives must be provided with minimal.
control.

2. This approach .would be consistent with the philosophy of New Federalism and the pref-
erence of local jurisdiction.

, .

ASSUMPTIONS:

1. Current VEPS cooperativeactivities would: be acceptable and would move in a direction
.that would be consistent with present trends and future nepdS.of vocational education.

2. All localities have an interest in and perceive the need for engging-ln cooperative
activities.

ADVANTAGES:

1. No responsibility on part of federal government
2. Minimum disruption and discontent in the vocational education community.
3. Leaves room for creativity and flexibility
4. Much local support for problem-solving funds

DISADVANTAGES:
4.

1. Lack of control necessar'y for providing direction.
2. The interests of individual, localities may not be in the best interest of vocational

educatiog.
3. Not all cooperative arrangements would be acceptable or productive:
4. Would not provide consistent direction for the future:

-S. Not all localities would haveAn interest in strong VEPS cooperation...
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POLICY AREA.4: CREATIONsOF NEW STRUCTURES

DESCRIPTION:

Provide tiscal inceritives and support to create new structures for VEPS cooperation. This
could include school-based or industry-based models or the institution of collaborative or mediat-
ing bodies. Also fitting within this category would be the use of currently existing exemplary and
promising, cooperative arrangements as models for the development of future cooperative
structures.

INTENT:

To create a system 'if VEPS cooperation that would provide the most effective vocational edu-
cation services and best utilizes the resources of the vocational education community and the pri-
vate sector.

JUSTIFICATION:

Vocationareducation has reached a turning point wheie some definite action must betaken to
enhancitoth the capacity to deliVer services and the quality of the services delivered:

0

ASSUMPTIONS:

1. New structures would be necessary to maximize the benefit of VEPS interaction:
2. The desired future for VEPS cooperation would be knowh.
3. The present status of VEPS cooperation is not in concordance with what would be best

for the future of vocational education.

ADVANTAGES:

1. Direction would be provided to the field. ,

2. Would focus on the quality of services and not the protection of interest:"
3. ViOuld stem trend,of industrial infringement on training activities.
4. There would be some unity in focus.among localities.

IncentiVes could ke established t. o make the participatioh of industries less voluntary and
more a responsibility.

4.

DISADVANTAGES: 11/

Discontent because of change in status quo
Greater Pesponsibility to be assumed by the overseeing agency

:Greater cost to the funding agent



Each of the policy areas- ust presented was then analyzed based on its advantages, disadvan-
tages, and the resistance potential. From this analysis, twenty-eight specific policy examples were
'identified (see appendix B for a detailed analysis °reach option). Presented next is a listing of the
policy examples in eacti policy area. Under the area of fiscal nonintervention are the four following
policies:

.

Restructure present vocational education planning requirements and funding formulae to
reflect the priority given to VEPS cooperative activities.

Create a federal clearinghckuse on VEPS cooperation. The unit woUlsyitematically
monitor' the field and collect and disseminate pertinent Information.

-Identify a representative set of cooperative relationships and develop and publish case
histories of.these cooperative arrangements noting essential factors such as situations
where they could be aPPfooriate, potential facilitative and impesking factors,, end how
thcal institutions would go about developing such arrangements. In this context represen-

t tatives would refer to different coordinative structures, or thcoaidination in different
vocational areas.

Institute professional standards for vocational instructors.that make it mandatory to show .

evidence of professional growth every two years. Evidence could include work in industry
or participation in industry-sponsored technical workshops.

.-
In.the policy area of knowledge generation, four possible policies were delineated:

Fund research studies to conduct in-depth investigations on specific aspects of VEPS
cooperation. Such studies should be the substance of what can be called "a theory" of
VEPS cooperation. Such a theory would note what works, what does not, and why. It
would also give some indication of ideal practices given the unique features of certain
localities.

Provide seed money to fund a VEPS clearinghouse.

. Develop a resourc'e)ile or catalog of VEPS cooperative practices tha7note the context-
specific facilitators and barriers that could determine succe or failure.

. Provide funds".to create the opportunities for VEP-S exchange and diathgue.
.

Policies to maintain aced support the status quo were analyzed, with the following ten possible
policies being identified:

Provide the appeopriate incentives (tax write7off, wage subsidies, training subcontra ts)
for local companies to support vocational education programs. Provide the largest
remuneration, or the most attractive incentives, to companies that provide support in
areas in wtfich,there is a known and expressed deficiency by local vocational educatibn
personnel. Remuneration should Pe contingent on the degree to which re support
received addresses a highpriorityneed.

4.

Establish curriculum evaluation committees consisting of representatives from industry to
evaluate eaclkpostsecondary vocational education program atleast once per year

I
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Require a full-time position of private-sector coordinator at each postsecondary voca-
tional institytion. Provide a portion of the funding for each position as an, incentive to
establishing the position:

Mandate measures to give all vocational'instructors one month paid leave at least every
two years to work in industry in,their area of speqiality, or to pursue an approved updating
course provided by representatives from industry.

Supply funds to inthistries on a competitive baiis to provide updating instruction for voca-
tiorl and technical

Provide funds for VEPS cooperation demonstration sites in each state. These demonstra-
tion projects eould not be targeted to any specific objective to be accomplished.

Initiate a federal insurance program to Cover liabilities of vocational education students or
faculty who participate in in-plant educational activities. This would prevent liability con-
cerns from being a majdr deterrent to the stability of cooperative ties.

'10

Provide a mechanism for the establishment of technology priority codkcilS (TPC'S) at the
state level where representatives of state goiiernment,. vocational education, labor, and
indUstry get together to formulate the training priorities of the state to which all would
etri tly adhere and channel resources.

Provide funds for,targeted demonstration projects to develop the appropriate VEPS
eration structures for addressing specific problems in vocational edu6ation. Such prob-
lems would include economic development, industrial productivity, and school improve-
ment. It is conceivable (and necessary) that different structures would be formulated to
address each of these. As part of the requirement for reporting; these sites should specify
strategies; identify context specific inhibitors and facilitators, and assess the transferabil-
ity of these projects to predetermined localities'. i

_7

Provide funds so that local areas; regions; or states can develop a registry of employees 1

from industries with state-of-the-art knowledge who would be available to provide instruc-
tjon at vocational institutions on a part-time basis4ellstem must be so developed to
allow some kind of compensation to industry for itsicooperation in providing the service.

Implementing restructuring policies could take any of the following ten fbfrns:
. ..

Spoosor specialty training, centers or centers olexcellence,so each state will have&one
center to represent each vocational area. These PentersWould serve thb.pupose qf keep
ing the system of training in the respective vocational area abreast of what is vcurring in .
the field. As Such one of their functisons would Oethe systematic diisemircatiffltlof knbwk
edge lo similar programs in the state. These centers could also be used, as upgrading cen-
ters for teachers in the respective technical arAs. Centers would be housed in an indus-
trial faci4ity and mould be jointly sponsored by the federal government and industries
representing the vocational area The center would utilize the resources of industry or
vocational education. Training denters would havetthe latest technology, latest equipmlitt
and experimental/future technologies.
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Create a national industry/education cooperative structure having interagency represen=
tation (vocational eduCation, national unions, professional organizations., U.S. Depart:,
ment of Labor; etc.) with a parallel structure at the local level. Its priMe purpose would be
facilitating the most feasible union between vocational education and the private sector.

Provide appropriate incentives for the establishment of adopt-a-program ooperative rela-
tionships; in whidh a group of industries (or one industry)' would assume otal responsibil-
ity, for the effectiveness Of a specific vocational Program. Using a concep similar to advi-
sory councils, each progra-rn would have a group of industry/business benefactors.

Pro Vide incentives for the dtitvelopment of a VEPS cooperation foundation. A small corpo-
rate tax would be used,to fund induitirocational-education cooperatiye relationships:
The foundation could be set up sathata vocational=education/private,sector cooperation
review board, comprised of representatives frim industry andtocational education;
would be responsible for the disbursement of funds that would be used to fund
Vocational-education/private-sector cooperative activities.

Create policies that require most vocational educatio programs to includebri industrial'
experience component for which participating industries would be paid. Participatiii9
industhes would have to develop a training system that.wobjd follow specified gUid,elines
to secure approval from a designated committee of individuals from iridtiSfry and voca-
tional education.

_ ,

Require he formulation of industry assistance plans (IAPs) so that industries coUld
develop plans to provide assistance, to vocational educational institutions. Industries
should be paid_a direct sum,or a stialed lev01 of tax benefits could be provided according
to the completeness of assistance, the level of industrial investmet in time, money effort,
new equipment; and new facilities.

Provide the necessary tax incentives (or qther incentives) so that industries could donate
equipment to equipment banks in every state: The bank would belmanaged by an advi-
sory board made up,of representatives from vocational educationsandindustrt Equip-
ment would be housed in a facility built with federal; state, and industrial funds, with the
federal government making the largest contribution. A computeiized national network
would be set Up so that there could be trading or delivering between states.

Createin=School production shOps for specific vocational areas. Industries would have an
extension of their facilities at the vocational institution. Curricula and training strategies -1
would be developed by vocational education and industry representatives. The burden of
preparation of these facilities would be mutually shaied by the federal government, state
government, and local industry. Alternatively, facilities could be hoUsed in`local plants;
the same structure would hors'.

. Implement a policy in which federal contracts are issued to firms on a competitive basis to
provide services in vocational education. Services would include updating teacheit cur=
ricular evaluation, and modifying equipment.

Provide support for the development of entrepreneurial training and production centers
(EtPCs). These would be Industry/vocational:edgcation cooperative arrangements for
the development of small business enterprises in specific vocational ducatibn program
areas that would be training as well as production facilities.



With assistance kohl selected to sionEffs'in the vocational education field, the tw enty-ei'ght
policy strategies just pRisented were rated o that the.most acceptable among them could be iden-

, tified. Each policy was examined and evalu ed on a rating sheet with eleven criteria, and each
criteria was evaluated on a ten-point seal ince some'of the evaluative criteria were assumed to
be more important than others, some o he criteria were weighted-more'heavily than others. The
following is a list of the eleverr criteria, 4fith the respective weights enclOsed_in parentheses:
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Advantages outweighing the disadvantages (2)

Resistance p,otential (1)

Nature of anticipated/intended consequenrs (1)

Nature of possible negative, unintended consequences (1)

Possibility for successful implementation (1)

Pblitical feaiibility 41)

Probability for a change in status quo (1)

Benefit/cost ratio for industry (2)

Benefit/cost ratio for vocational education (3)

'Benefit/cost ratio for oversight agencies (1)

Benefit/cost ratio for clients (4)

After each of the twenty-eight policies was evaluated, the weights were applied and the score
c/f each criterion was summed for each policy. The twelve Rolicies with the highest ratings were
selectedfor further analysis (See Chapter 5). These twelve policies are as follows:

s' Restructure vocational education planning requirements and funding formulae.

Offer incentives for local companies to support vocational education programs.

Establish full-time private-secto -coordinators (PSC) at erli vocational education
institution.

Provide funds to industry for professional updating of teachers.

-.Establish multiagency technology priority councils (TPCsj to develop training prior

Allocate !unds for target dernpnstia ion projectS to develop vocational
sector cooperative structures that ddress specific problems.

ducation/private-

Develop a registry of employees from state -of- the -art industrial fa
available for loan to vocatio I institutions.
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Sponsor a speciality training ce*r or centers of exceller;ce.

Institute adopt-a-program caoperative re(ationships.

Create a vocitional-education/Priyate-sector cooperation foundation supported by small
cooperative tax.

Formulate industry ass tkkhdt...pl_gps.,

Make available fader I contracts to industri#s so they can offer training services.

a d.

I
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CHAPTER 5

DETAILED ANALYSIS O RECOMMENDEWPALIC ES
V74,

.isithotigh the twelve policy alternatives thwit-a e rAc4Mmended were derived from: f( use of
,spegilitetiterla; and althoughthey vOele genef e inartatmosphewof discussion and compro-
Trtie;itWere is Still some discornfOrtpbOigt efcr, #nding specifit policies at,preferied to others.

,-,- -.

SiChi.clornfort arises because each policy .hit ,itsuhiqueValue and its inherent. disadvantageS.
-, N'anowing the_range of policy choiCespie 0 kwmaker will face; and not knowing the corn- .- .

pt ises.that may"be.necessaly inlht policy eveylPment process; it is difficult toascertain which
licl6licy alternatiniwill "best fit" the circumstan s existing at the time of policy development .

....,.
. .-

Therefore The rudent col4se of action is to examine the policies: from:' perspective of
the ccintributio ake tO thefield and to provide detailed analyses so Mat the decision
maker can h. e so e foreknowledge if any.pf the pplicies were to be-pursued, In.choosing twelve
of the tIten y-eight Policiea listed in the precedingchapter, participants in the decision-making
prooess were asked to place a heavy emphasis Orr polities that had the potential of makingsignifi-
cant contribution to vocational -educatiOn/private-,sec r (VEPS) cooperation. Having chosen-
these, Ihis'secti of the paper examines each so con eration can be given to possibility of
their developme and implementation. . ?

.. + ,t ,

The follotping pages.outlin each of the twelvepolicy recommendations,presenting an. 0 ` "--
view of each policy alternative, n analysis of_the effects, and a cost-benefit analysis. This exami-
nation enables the policymiker o draw conclusions regarding policy development and -.

-implementation,

A word of caution is necessary before this section is examined and interpreted.`The nfofr."::
tion contained in each alternative is not exhaustive. Since the consideration posed for etch alter-
native is basic and preliminary; it is intended only as alramework for more in-depth deliberationp..

Examinations of this'chapter will reveal that there are no. ideal policies: Although each Policy
has some inherent value; each has liinitations to implementation; each has some negative unin- _i,,

gi_.;.tended consequences and short- or long-range effects; andeach has unattractive benefit-cost
ratios lor_some participating entity. The choice of policy is truly contingent on the demancfe of the
arena for policy development.
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(Pdlicy #1: Restructuring vocational education planning requirements and fundThg
' formula.

POLICY DESCRIPTION

f/ONSIDERATIONS FOR
VIONITORING

rI

.L
'0 0

NSIDERATIOS F014
VALUATION

LIMITA ifONS IN
IMPLEMENTATION

OVERVIEW.

Restrutturinv presenlvocational education planning require-
ments and funding formulae to reflect thepriority given to
voCationet-education/private-sector (VEPS) cooperative activi-
ties.l.Currently. in vocational education legislation a higher ,

weighting% to disadianfaged areas of the state and
other feet* that reflect the priority given them. Likewise.,
priority could be given to localareas that could demonstrate?
given- ddgree of.cooperative relationship with Industry. The
funding forMulae would accommodate this by the weight 4;

established for this factor. Other aspects of state Manning for:
voCationa-ducation could alsOfeflect this priorit..,

Monitoring would be accomplished under the compliance
arrangements already est ifisberkby the federal goVernment
anathe program evaluation arrangements already establiStiO
by states :,

...
ti i

To ensure that the cooperative relationships. would indeed be
worth the increased allocation of funds, standards should be
set up to 'eValuate the quality of cooperative relationship6.

"Such Standards should include (1) the IeeI of contribution, ti

(2) tWextent of benefits to students-p13) the level of resPansi-
bilitYiasStimed by the cooperating industry, and (4) the repre- .

sentalion lit vocational program areas/Some requirements
should be instituter:n the federal regulations concerning tae
regularity of evaluation.

.

It takes time and expertise to develop and institutionalize fund-
ing forrnula4. Some time would have to be invested by the state
agency (To which some may resist) end technical assistance
might be necessary to institutionalize a funding formula that ,
reflects VEPS cooperation as a national priority.

There are varying levels of adequacy n VEPSpooperative rela-
tionships. The standard for what wo Id be acceptable in terms
of a cooperative venture would be difficult to establish anfil
could be somewhat controversial. When establishes:Lit cobld,
be a constant source of Thscontent ind chaile 6. Some state-
wide consensus on standards would be neces ary if this were
to be implemented.
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EFFECTS

r-

CONSEQUENCES

IMPACT EVALUATION

Short-range effects would bethe Sensitivity of state and local
vocational edtiCation personnel to the i portance of-VEPS
cooperation: Some cooperativettructu es coulii result.

Because of the "stop*gap" measure of much a-policy; there may
not be any significant changes.'Curre t4VEPS cooperative ties
would continue to exist if this measu e-vvere not implemented

POSSIBILITY FOR SUC;
DESSFUL
IMPLEMENTATION'

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

:POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE
OF STATUS QUO

INDUSTRY

VOCATIONAL
. EDUCATION

111r

Cost

None.

along with others that are more dire tive.
. d.

. The intended consequence would e the creation of a sense
awareness and the motivation of cooperative initiatives.

Unintended consequences could be the burden such,a 13olicy
would create and the possibility hat. the total system could
respond in a compliance mode ithout seriously.considering
changes in the system. .

This could be successfully im lemented because pf the ease of .

institutionaliz*ion. The bj3sic structure already exists fbr its
qperation.

- .

Quite feasible..

WoUld not change status
acconimodate changes.

COST/BENEFIT ANALY

1

Would have to restruc---r
ture p'rocedures.

State department would
have to tolerate the dis-
content of localities.

Could require the reas
signment orper.sonn

er

a Already existing structure4ould,

Beriefit

Large infl x, of vocational education personnel seek-
.

ing to de 116p cooperative ties. The private sector
would b able to choose the nature of involvement
and mi ht well capitalize on the opportunity for its
own b: nefit.

Oen r quality programs

In reased awareness and use of the private sector
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qyER iGHT 7o5eration of discontent Would have clearef a path to accomplishing VEPS
AGENCIES cooperation. (

Developing measures to
assist states in the
implementation of the
policy.

May have to provide
technical assistance:.

CLIENTS Nbne.

z

,

11,



e 4..

Policy #2 Offer incentives for local comps s to support vocationaPeducation
.) prograrns. ^4

POLICY DESCRIPTION

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
MONITORING

OVERVIEW

Provide the aPpropriate incentives (tax write-off, wage subsi-
dies, training subcontracts) for local companies to support
vocational education programs. Provide the largest remunera-
tion or the most attractive incentives to companies that provide
support in areas in which local vocational education personnel
have identifiePe knoir d expressed deficiency, Remunera-

. tion should be conting on 71 J.tstele gree to which the support
received addresses a high-priority need:

A system would have to be established whereby local voca-
, -tional education personnel develop a prioritized list of pro-

grams for which industry support is needed. These would be
used as a basis for determining the level of compensation to be
given to respective industry. The types of incentives for given
levels 6f participation would have to be firmly established.

.

Monitoring wou Id-be accomplished through the deveropment
of standards Of performance and evaluating requirements.

If a significant amount of funds were to be invested in cooper
tion, then it may be necessary for the federal government to
fund the position of a VEPS evajation at the state levels. This
person could assume responsibility for evaluating the aqe7
quacy of cooperative ties to ensure that any cooperative Ven-
ture would be in the best interest of vocational education and
that such ventures were of the qUality that warrant funding.,

r.
One must admit that any active and responsible nvolvement by
the private sector would incur significant effort on their part,
Incentives would needto besufficiently attractive to secure the

4 participation of private industry, which could be quite expen-
sive. One has to. weigh the cost of suchan effort against II*
forgone benefits that could be accrued to other parts of the
vocational education enterprise.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
EVALUATION

LIMITATIONS IN
. IMPLEMENTATION

EFFECTS

01'

IMPACT EVALUATION

The short-range effect would be a variety of meaningless
efforts On the part of industry to secure the benefits be
accrued. With the establishment of standards and a high level,
of monitoring and evaluation the loWg-range effect could be ,

significant. Industry could realize the poteplial of the voca-
tional education system an a closer bond could be estab-
lished between education and.work.
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CONSEQUENCES The intended consequence should be the support by industry
747

,

-for vocational 'education. Contribution&of equipment facilities,
financial and human resources, and so forth would be the ne-
ural outcome.

POSSIBILITY FO) SUC-
CESSFUL ---
MPLEMENTATIQN

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY
draw significantly from other areas of vocational education
funding.

An unintended tonseqUence might be that some industries ..*may try to use this opportunity to sell their philosophy, create
markets; or somehow use the education institutions for promo.:
tional purposes: But another unintended consequence could
be the assumption of a,high level of.responsibility by participat-
ing industries.

To the extent that theinCentiyei-Were sufficiently attractive;
this could be very easily implemented. It is a "winf-win" situa-
tion. Both vocational education and industry would end up as
beneficiaries fat the expense of the federal government).

It would be politically feasible to the extent that it would not

POTENTIAL FOR QHANGE No significant change in status quo would occur.
OF STATUS QUO

, COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Cost

INDUSTRY . ;Paperwork to:secure
funds:

Seed money to establish
contact with vocational'
education institutions.

. Some adjustment to

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

accounting system.

Contributions to the
vocational ,education
system.'

No significant' cost..

Benefit

ReMuneration by the federal government. Tax incen-
tives; wage subsidies:

A ready sum of clients:

Community goodwill:

Way of fulfilling corporate responsibility.

CoritribUtion'ofresourctiarbOridustrx.
...o. I

7
closer contact with th'e industrial community,

1-
' 441 Bond between education and work.

------,

Increased p4ae;menpdtentiat.
a 1 ...lop.' .

A



ERSIGHT Significant cost to the
NCIES _ federal government:

CLIENTS

Increased monitoring
requirements.

No significant cost to
students.

etting industries to underwrite some of tore cost of
ocational education; especially-as a long-term -

inveStment

-Indirect avenue for improving the responsiveness of
the vocational education system:

-
Better training programs becaqse of the..availability
of better facilities through industrial support:

Increased probability of-placement after graduation:
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Policy #3: Establish full-time privatersector coordinators (PSCs) at each vocational
education (nstitution.

POLIC."( DESCRIPTION

OVERVIEW

Require a full-time position of priVate sector coordinator (PSC)
-'at each postsecondary vocational institution. PrOvide a Portion
lof the funding for each position. This person would be respon-

.

sible for the establishment art maintenance of all linkages
with the private sector. Tl-re peiion would also be responsible
for keeping up to date with the many avenues.that have been,:
utilized around the,nation to establish linkages.

CONSIDERATIONS FOR Job specifications should be deyeloped for theposition, and
MONITORING - someone at the state agency 'should be assigneOthe resPonsi;

bility for coordinating their activities and.facilitat(ng their work.
A yearly federal report should be required of all states specify-
indthe accomplishments that have been made by the PSCs.

4-
CONSIDERATIONS FOR Standards performance shotiO'bdevelOPed. State person-
EVALUATION nel should be required to conduct.a yearly evaluationi,aS tope

extent to which these persons meet thestatectstandarOp,
Standards could include such factors as (1) number Q cooPert
ative relationships, (2) program representative of relatiOnships; .

(3) level.e.Acontribution, and (4) evidence of increased place-
ment or stbdent performaance that could beittribUted to the
cooperative arrangement.

LIMITATIONS IN To accomplish this would require addition to the bureaucratic
IMPLEMENTATION structures irom the state to the local levels. ILwoUld require

more paperwork arid a high level.oflederal involvement if posi-
tions are federally funded. Some resistance could be exoecte.d: ,

Measures should be taken, to prevent local adminstrators from
Using these personnel for other activities

".CO NSEp U EN CES

IMPACT EVALUATION

As time elapsed there would be a firmer bond between the
vocati. ,_I institution and the school. It should be expected
that thi ' ould result in_higher-quality programs and increased
plac erit of students. While we would witness some.ineffi-.;
cienc In the short run, the long-term.benefits couldbe
tremendous..

A closer bond between vocational education institutions and
induStry would be the natural consequence. Unintended con-
sequences could be the development of trust between agen-
Cies, the growth of new and creative training arrangements,
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POSSIBILITY FOR SUC-
CESSFUL

' IMPLEM ENTATION

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

'POTENTrAL FOR CHANGE,..
OF STATUS QUO

INDUSTRY

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATION

andlhe increased awareness among 7istructors at the institu-
tion as to t *e potential contributions of industry. would also
relieve the instructors of the respOnsibility of maintaining
industrial contact.

This could be very successfully implemented because of the
obvious contributions such an indiVidual could make to an.
institution. If there were no cost to the institution, 'this could beieven more appealing.

Quite feasible because of appeal. Much vould be dependent
on funding and the relative importance M VEPS cooperation

" 'among other federal; stated lbcal concerns:

No signiftCant change in status quo wouldboctir%

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Cost
r

Benefit

Time to be spent with the -Increased availability of training services.
coordinKtor.

Closer contact with the 1)40 ccf 14bor.
Cost of potential,
Involvement. e. Corporate social'resPonsibility..

ResoLrces to fundthe
position.

Support services:

OVERSIGHT Quite costly-if such pOsi-
AGENCIES tions were to be funded .

by the federal

,CLIENTS

government,

Increased paperwork.

Increased monitoring-
responsibilities'

No significant cost.

Closer bond with industry.

Instructors and administrato41'elieved of
responsibility of maintaining contact withIndustry.

Possibility for increased placement:

Availability of various forms -of sppport from
industry.

An avenue for industries to widerwritthe cost of
vocational education. .

A closer bond between ,edbcation and work' initiated.

;.`1.

Better programs.

Increased probability-of placement.
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[ Policy #4: Provide funds to i idustry for professional updating of teachers.

POLICY DESCRIPTION

(,t
..4.4q.

t"

,f -4,CONS(D5RATIONS FOR
POQN)TORING

4.

OVERVIEW:

Funds should be provided to industries on a competiti4:bsis,
to providtupdating)nstruction for vocational and technical
teachers. equests for proposals relating to specific program.
areas could be sent.out to appropriate industrial concerns.'..
Guidekines-could be provided about the requirements for the
delivery -Of' services to ensure that the training program coverS,

O'M Ai ough scoope of concerns.
,,

4

TAis could e accomplished through tkie mechanisms that are
already est lished to issue request forproposals. a

Careful examination gust be made of the content f r instruc--,

tiqp-and the facilities that, would be available for t e delivery of ;.
iervices. Standards should be set and state personnel should
ssume# responsibility for enforcing tfiose standarads. At
the end each contract (or training session) reports should be
Written coveri6g content, procedures, participation, success
rate, and 50, forth. This may be the most appropriate federal
.monitoring instrument. . r

CONSIDERATION FORK
EVALIJAtION

LIMITATIONS IN
IMPLEMENTATION

, 4

EFFECTS

()rice standards of performanchave been set. state personnel
could conduct evaluation*of training facilities. A yearly evalua-
tion report of all such activities could be prepared by the state
agency. .

s Si) .k,

.finless the compensation were very attractive, the firms with
the best Capacities for delivering.such services might not par-

.ticipate. It would represent a significant commitment of time on
thek part. Medi9cre firms may then Vhsp the opportunity to
increase_ theif_ptofit margin.

The staff development function in state departments would
lose some control. this could create some initial resistance but
they would work cooperatively with industry to accomplish th
updating function.

41

174115ACT EVALUATION

The s6ort-range effects would be a flurry of activity by-firms to
"share the wealth." and very small and very large firms might
not participate. As. time_ passes, however, theteaCher updating
training function could become one of the corporate social

''responsibilitles of large and recognized firms. Eventually, the

t
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.
CONSEQUENCES,

POSSIBILITY FOUR
CE§_,SFUL "
IMPLEMENTATION

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

; ;4,4

POTEIJT(AL FOR SHANGE
OF STAUS QUO .

teacher updating (staff development) funttion would be the
responsibility of selected industries.

. .

Implementation-of this policy,would result in updatir4g
-of teachers. Implementation could fesult in discontent of some
state-staff development personnel and disappointment among
the university personnel wh,o hay been accustomed toper-
forming this servie, Industries might use the oppoilunity for
recruitment.

\.°
This could be uccessfully'impteThented
industry were ufficiently luorative

44. -

ewards to

Soine resistance would beencou becau
potentiN for making vocational edUaatio'n more r
teohnological changes, if would be featible.

.Status quo wo Id change:.Resourdes would beAllocaredlo_ _ .

'iribuStry and not vocational educatibh. There woulq,bee'rri
est chanbe_in Status quo since the _staff.developme-ht fun

.would be performed by-industry..

csf its
'-o6siv'e to --'

INDUST

COst .Benefi3

Financiatc rnpepsation`fOr cleliie'ry services.
,

.

a

T.ANALYSIS,

Proposal developmen
time. .
,

'''Preparation of facilities.
-e4.

TalEirii,workers orn
prodUction tO

hr,

training.
; ,`

Increasetpaperworae-
c.

-TA NATIONAL.i. Moriltoring and eval4-,

.
Irn'pro$4e status in education (and probablif
trial) cautimunity

Source of recruitment of persOnnet:

V
...4:

:4:r4ilt
Effective technical updating of teach rs:

ekDUCAT ION tion 'cost. .,4- , i -' 1. 4---wt , .. .a.
1 '... .' .--;.!.*-,.Wo/1"dSA..ed some-ofithe responsibility of paperw'Ork...

Time experrnd in e,stab.-* 4.11,,A-. . ,
lishing linkag.es,so chat' Wouldiminimize the criticisms of teetherS lagging
teather4coOld : -4- behind.

- Lparticipare.
t

,P
OVE IGHT Financiakost of i t-I4rov ent of vosational education natio/I-ally'
AGENCIES 'tetraining., f ." 'through j'e updating of teachers.

7 i Cost incurred for morti- . RecOgnition for leadership in th rea._
'''\, toring and evaluation. , . t 4, :"

r,' r

a

t



CUJENT No cost to itudents.

Credit fdr fostering a closer link between education
and work.

High-quality programs because of betyr prepared
teachers.

..Moreup-to-date training.,

,
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Policy, #5: Establish vfiultiagency technology priority councils (TPCs) to develop
training 'Priorities.

POLICY-DESCRIPTION

.-CONSIDERATIONS FOR
MONITORING

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
EVALUATION

LIMITATIONS
IMPLEMENTATION

1

EFFECT'

-1

IP

OVERVIEW ..

Prbvide a mechanism for the establi of technology
p.ribtity councils (TPCslat the state level Where representative's
of state government; vocational education; tabor; and industry
would get together to formulate the training priorities of the .

state to which all Would strictly adhere 'and channel resources,
As part of their yearly deliberation abaiit priontite:-.eachgrodP
represented in the council co Id note the contributions Their,
group would be willing td nyake so the high-priority items j
could be.addressed.

The mechanism for establiShing such a council could be fed=
14/4islation with finanCial resources as the incentive.

Council could develop a report that (1) notes the process for
. establishing piiorities; (2) describes each of the major priorities
-'and the plan for addresSing them; (3) describes the contribu-

tion each group would make: and (4) describes a plan for eval-
uating the accomplishment of prioritized-items at the end of
the year,'

The Cptincil could- velop an,accountability report noting the
extentltd why ectives h4A been accomplished. Evaluation
would entail a c mparisai of the'evalualion plan and the
accruntability re ort by the oversight agehey: I .

There are currents variety of federal-, and state-mandated
coordinative and adv ory groups. This council might hws.re
overlapping membership and overlapping functionsithat could
detract frinn its effectiveness and influece. Local jurisdiction
might not be willing to ignoie their own pnorilies in favortif
those developed by the TPC.

IMPACT EVALUATION

In the short term, the council would only be effective in point-
ing out some areas of emphasis annually. With the

some of these areas would be addressed ih a few
localities: But as time passed and the councils secured respect
for the contributions they made and with be influence they
develop; there qould be a cloSe bond among many people

; 2the training arena.
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CONSEQUENCES
s

POSSIBIL rY FOR SIC=
..CESSFULa
IMPLEMENT

POLITICAL FE IBILITY

cat

POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE .
OF STATUS DUO

Ime4411,

The intended consequence would be the development of a uni-
fied apprOach to address issues relating to training and the use
of tech.sology in industry: This might not occur. But one of the
uninterrO 4onseqysences could be that the very mechanism
Could`te- iVisive if participants could not reach donsensus\'bn
priorities or if power were perceived as b,eing unequally
shared.

This could be successfully implemented primarily because of
thOpo_tential of.the group to have broad influence and-because
of the7pultragency represerdation. 4

-

Very feasible if at the outset there were domain consensus
among participants and even more feasiblelf_participanis
could agree on mutual expectations. To the eiitent that theie
cannot be accaimplished, the political feasibility would be min-
imal

.

Would change Status quo since priorities would be established
by this council instead of local districts or the4tederal goyerri-
rpent. Authority;for this activity would transfer from specific
state and federal agencies to this council With broad-based
representation.

COST /BEN EFIT ALYSIS

4;Cost

Time spent monitoring Setter-trained miliilririel,
the qiounpl and organiz-
ing to rnaka'some " Areas of short Suppl*90 graOu
con,ttibution. addressed: °

-4oi P

Contributions that WOuid
be made b;r,Patticipating

! . Industries.- ,
. '..

slitOCATIONAL- Time sefit interacting
/,EDUCATION with cofincil and respec-

RSIGHT
AGENCIES

A

tivp industries:

Might have to ignore
some fo I priorities in
favor o ose formulated
by the council.

1 ' ;

Cost of fundinAthiv.
council.

TO privileges for coritributi

Community goqatteill.4
-

Coritributto rem iheis;

would be

B6ttertink integr/3ti
services ,.
OpportunjE i for hi
progra

41.1

' 3 .
deliyecy of treining

t:

er-qiialltijepnd more elevant
.

4 ,

04sorttinity-for innovative program-Ming in ar
high priority: ii,

ResponsiveneA of ocatio eVo

4,,

? c '1/4

4
%-...,4 i

,_ ,...

P



0

Cost incurred monitoring
and evaluating.

Widespread support for -high priority activities irl
which vocational education participates.

Integration of responsibility for vocational education.

CLIENTS No cost to students. All the benefits that could be accrued from higher-
quality programs.

Increased probability of placement in high-priority.
, .

technological areas. .



Policy #6: Allocate funds for target demonstrationsprojecfs to develop vocatitnal-
education/private-seCtor cooperative structures that address speoific
problems.

POLICY DESCRIPTIbN

'CONSIDERATIONS F6R
MONITORING

,
:. CONSIDERATIONS FOR

.
_

EVALUATION

bs LIMITATIONS IN
IMPLEMENTATION

3

EFFECTS

ti

OVERVIEW

1,
Provide funds for targeted demonstration projects to develop
the appropriate vocational- .education /private- sector (VEPS)
structures for addressing specific problems in vocational edu-
cation: Such problems include economic development, indus-
trial productivity; and school improvement. It would be con- ;,

ceivable (and necessary) that different structyres'should be
formulated to address each of these: As part of the requirement
for reporting; these sites should specify strategies, identify
context-speCific inhibitors and facilitators,and assess the
transferability of these projects to predetermined localities: If
vocational educ'ation is tg addressihese issues througVEPS
cooperation as noted, in the literature; thert,some extm:Pfary-.
arrangements specifically directed at these problems'spobld be
developed.

Determination should be made about whattheessehtia char- ;
acteristics and (Unctions of these demonstration sites'Would

Nbe. Sites should be required to submit reports to show that--
ey were fulfilling the intended rols!thi§, in additiorf. to occa-

si nal visitsio sites by federal 'bepifiment of EthicatiOnpei7
nnel, should be adequate for Monitoring.

ti
Sites: should be evaluated:ag ainst the criteria specified in the
description above.,The key criterion should be the transOvort-

.

ability of the structure.demonstatedin the project. Evaluations
spould be performed by federal personnel..

, .

The mechanisms are already, in plate to implement such a poi- /
Icy.-Limitations would be relate o maintaining the derrionstra-'
tion or exemplary-nature of c ojects and'sensUring that the
ideas conceived In their op ratidn find their way to others in
vocational educati6n wh t want to address similar
problems.

4..

;.er
IMPACT EVALUATION

f

The short-range effect would be the con.ceptuelizatiOn of
exemplary VEPSarrangementsto,address peckific issues:i<
Funds Would enable ideas to,be nurtured ihto systems'

Apr resolving pressing issues in voCatipnal education.'
.., 4 I.

The long- range pffpct wbuld belhebaablishment of a variety:.
._. of proven intern encystructurei tot addressing probOrns in .,

-',1'''....__;, ,... , .;-,.. :L.. I ?.*"
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CONSEQUENCES

PbSSIBiLITY FOR SIX=
CESSFUL
IMPLEME4TAT1ON

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE
V OF STATUS QUO

vocational edue4On: These st ctures would be implemented
in localities where problems exi t.

Consequences would be (1) the resolution of pressing prob-
lems in vocational edutation and (2) the creation of systems
for addressing problems.

Unintended consequences might be a,:firm bond thatidevelOps
between vocational education and the.pfivate sector because
of the experience of working together toward a common gbal.

This could be very easily implemented because of its potential
to contribute and because the; mechanisms for its operation are
inexistence.

Very feasible.

r
S.'

Little change in status quo Would result. Obviously, institutions
that were selected -s demon-arra14A sites would gain some

. $dggree of status in he field. te

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

Cost ) :
...Ik.. : enefit

.
-t. : _._

INDUSTRY Time spent parlieipating "." The resolution of problems that could affect produc-
in the project: hop( or sgrVice respontibilities:

i .

,VOCATIONAL Proposal developmeht ; Reck'On as a leader in the field for the institution
EDUCATION time. ,,C4 .., -I chosen.

,

. r

Time to mapage and
operate project.

Inbreased paperwork.

.-3-OVEF3AIGHT a Cost offunding project.
-)13G giligC I E% " .

Oversight responsibility.
N,e .

'

' CLIENTS S. No ost tri;sleudonts ;,,
_*.

(:J

4c, 5 ,,.

Financial remuneration from the federal government.
,

, .

The subsequent availability of proven cooperati e
methods_ for addressing specific problems land
issues.\ 3 - .

,-
Recognition for leidership:

Availability of p4oven cooperative method for
addressing specific. problems and issues.

Indirect ,benefits to (riCexteot diat Sri efforts wo,
impiove?the quality of vrograrrt.s.



Policy #7: DeVelop yof employees' from st.;te-gt-the-art industpal facilities
who are availa le for loan to vo0atiprial inititurions.

E..

P

OVERVIEW
- '

.

POLICY DESCRIPTION Provide funds so that local,areaS, leepigns. or states could -
develop rit.egistry of employees Wpm ietdutries with "state of
the art" k wledge who woilld be vailable,,to provide inatruc,-.
tion at vostionaj institutions ona liatt-Iirri.e bapia-"A.sisterh
should be developed to allow some kind of compeniatioh to ,-. ,.-

.:, industry for cooperating. by providing hesenhee :: ;: ;04;"
CONSIDERATIONS FOR Would require consistent moriitoring of echnology chaeges to: i "
MONITORING keep abreast with the. - industries that riossepesfate of thp akt

knoyvledge. Monitoring vsuld also be. requiredio-ensure.tbai "1-74._7 st
the registrywere kept Lipirto date arid that it,Vdinued to biki. y

. 1,. -i 'functional for its users. 'T .,.., .! ...

CONSIDERATIONS- FOR. :,.*: Evaluation rhecha9:isrnpO'utOre_devel nsuie that the
EVAtUATION ...',.-L system would be beneficial tO345Pationa cationcation 40d to the

.i ''' . -industrial. cOrhmunity. Yearly eValuating repprttss uld be prep;
11# ' pared to deicrilae Igo Ofectiyenes of the syste Annual cost-

, t% r effective analYsiS-15fffiesfttlim; ould be cond d.
,, . . . , 1 .

a

LIMITATIONS IN The effectiveness of *system would bontingent ohs the
IMPLEMENTATION - willingness of.leadingIndustries to partippai9. Theivorticipic,.

tion and commitnn would end on whVher orin they.
4 could accrue acceptable b

would
is from Parti6ipatiort. _ ' i ',, P'A. . t,,----,*. ' - ,

)..,', It tIlArso questionably s tciikhelVez the registryXould be kept.-
ups"to datediffeielit inc, itrieg fits:fold move intp leadfir-ship
roltrpersonnel who would be willintL\to participate tiTuld ,t'''

a_ change as could iridustries.1" "*.

.,''
Whether or not vOCitiotiareducation institutions would use

.: .soh, a docu nt is questionable,,
..,

6. t .- ,

''' :;. IMPACT E LUATIQt f.: '

w

...

Would provide ieatiiy source cil personnel for tiqditing teach- 1

ing perilanneranddtuderift-. The:idea might be appealing at
.

iq't, but the apibeaA',I. could Wither as time passes. Iriclustry could a

exploi he avaisfebifity.of)arvices 'with th end result being dis-
til_karceive 114 iiaatcialatio4as a bufden, ana schools could try tb ',11-'

appointmenAAetrakion: and neglect; i It)
.;.-D- 1: i- , s. ,

,,A r, ' *"
; -i.f.' :'

:
... 1.'7* Iiiip.

t
'1
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'CONSEQUENCE

t
POSSIBILITY FOR SUC-
Q:ESSFUL 1" -
IMPLEMENTATION'

POLITICAL*EASIBILiTY

POTENTIAL FOR CHAIN*
OF STATUS QUO

quence would be support for the voc'a'tional
munity in- terms df up-to-date personne,11.Unin7-

co quences could materialize in the long run if cau-
1.90; ere not observed. (Some.of these are noted above.),

J
Successful Implementation would depend on v./nattier or not
some individual would be assigned the sole responsibility of
devioping and maintaining a registry. Updating activities woul
be substantial. .

Quiteofeasible.
t

Some resources and status would be transferred from the state
and federal departments of education to participating
-industries.

COST/bENEFIT ANALYSIS

Cosi ."

INDUSTRY Time taken to give.
necessary.informations.

LosS ofrpersonnel from
actual production._

.

VOCATIONAL Time deVoted to mItike
EDUCATION arrangements.

OVERSIGH-T Cost of funding project
AGENCIES for limited period:

Monitoring/evaluatin
responSibili;ies,

CLIENTS -, '' No cost to students.
.

a

41

as. .

Benefit It

Opportunity to fulfill corporate 'sotial responsibility.
. s

workers..Couldleasway of rewa

Qualified teachers at littIo t

Uptiated programs:

State-pf-the-art kno*Cedg

High- quality progrrnT,. ,

Mechanitmfor keeping tpe program up-to-date. .
e J

"._L.....1:9C-t date programs.

a .
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Policy #8; Sponsor.a,sSponsor ecialty training. center or centers of excellence.
'.

.

POLICY DESCRIEVION

OVERVIEW

bp6nsoi,ship orspecialty training centers or centers of exc
lence that.would provide each!state with one center to repr

. sent each vocational area'. These centers would serve.the,pur-
pose of -keeping the system of training in their respective

"vocational area abreast of what is occurring in the field; one of
their functions would bethe systematic disseminatibn of
knowledge to simildr programs.in the state: These Centers_
cOuld'also be used as upgrading Centers for teachers in their
respective technical area Centers would Oe housed in an
industrial facility And would be jointly sponsored by the federal
gbvernme.rt and industries.representing the vocational area.
Tpie center would utilize The resources of .indu.stry and of voca-
tional. educatiOn;Training centers would have;the latest. techc
.Rology, latest equipment; and experimental/futcire
technologies:

ihese centers would t:;e under the cohtrot Of aprojal_?iate techp-J-
.

cal kepresentativesiri industry. Jointfunding.Would come froin
federal Overnmen.tend fhe groups of industriesreplesehted.;
Industries would get together and prepare an opera((on plan_
that would detail how the centers would be administered 'andA
pow they would function. The plan would also inclpde Oerfor-N
mance and evaluation standards. When the centers became
functional; the Pla,n6 and standards could be used to ev.aluate
performanr;',Monitoring could'be ad-complish0 through the
submission oeyearly plans and reports.

On-site evaluatIonsshould e conducted by representatives
frbm the federal Department of Education: The performance
anted evaluation itindards should be utilized for thede evalua-
tions, Evaludtive measutesishould.be taken to Sure that
these centers continue to operate in the best in rest. of voca-
tional educatiop and in the Spirit of providingleadership to the
t4hnical area. N-

coNsibtOvrioNs. FOR
mokfrEaRiNg ;,

- CON ,RATION
EVA UAtIoN'

FOR

'LIMITATIONS IN
e irc4FEMENTATION

A "

-A

tt;t0ipw organizditional structure, .Iri the field of7vocational
uCaitp,p, Tt c_ouldexpellence a few develOpmentel setbacks.

--F r in-Mance, the iodaTion of tbe centers:should be decided
upon, content_ shou)d be dOveloped?a -Olen of operation should
be deSigned, deCiSions shouldilei fnade;about who would teach
at the centers and who wOUld attend., and dicisions should be
made about the means f6r disseminefaig information'to other
program areas in the state' It would take some time to get the

..g.`program off the grOunO, , P ,y ;...-

k .
,..



EFFECTS

CONSEQUENCES

POSSIBILITY FOR SUC-
CESSFUL .

IMPLEMENTATION

POLITICAL FEASIBILITY

POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE
OF STATUS QUO

Cost

IMPACT EVALUATION

There would be some problem in the short term get
centers in operation. Conflicts would develop as operational
decisions were made. If_the concept survivet the initial hurdles;'
the centers could.grow into an ideal mechanism for technolog-
ical sharing between vocational education and inClustry, and it
could tfecome an effective system for maintaining the respon-
siveneSs of vocational education.

High quality training.

A system for maintaining responsiveness.

Could encourage industries to make contributions in other
Ways.

4 The use of such centers primarily for the privateraining
/functions of the.fir.rn: Evaluative Measures could prevent -

this from occurring: * ir
4,

Increased confidence ofthe private sector in the quality of
vocational ethiciation training.

. .

Much effort should be expended on the part of vocational edu-
cation andindustrY in order for this to be successfully.
implemented.

This could have moderate political feasibility.

Significant change in status quo would result if industries were
made responsible for the operation of. centers, and if the facili:
ties.Were located at Industrie settings. Resources, status, and .

organizational arrangements would be significantly disrupted.

COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS

INDUSTRY High cost to set up
ties and desigqing
means of Operation.

Increased paperwork. .

,VOCATIONAL Cost in time to establish
EDUCATION a'relatiOnship $.;with,the

center's so that benefits
could be received.

Benefit

Could benefit from an in-plant training ariddevelop-
merit funCtion that Could also be used to prepare and

'retrain employees.

Ensures a higher quality of human resources.
.

A systemfor maintaining responsiveness.

Opporturiity to work closely with the private sector,in
accomplishing training under their terms.

11



OVERSIGHT
AGENCtBS

CLIENTS

.

Funds tasupport devel-
opment and operation of
the center.

Oversight responsibility.

No significant cast to
students.

Not critical for a resurgence of creative energy in
vocational education institutiong.-

Increased effectiveness in the system for delivering
vocational educationaervices.

,RedUced criticism about the lack of respohsivenesS
of vocational education.

Better-quality conditions and more up-to-date
programs.

Increased probability of plat* m t because of the
increased confidence of the p sector the
quality of training. 4F

72
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Policy #9: Institute adopt-a-program cooperative relationship.

POLICY DESCRIPTION

. .

OVERVIEW
. r .

Provide, ppropriate incentive for the establishMeint of adopt-
'a- program cooperative relationships; vdhere,a group of Mikis- -

'tries (iKokie industry) would assume totaVr,Wiporisibility fifitie
,_ A

effectiveness of the specific vocational prograin: rising a con-
cept similar to advisory Councils; eachprbgrairi would have a
group of industry/business benetactorS. Incentives couldi.i
incltide a variety of talc incentives; wage subsidies; or eyel-i;pref-

- s erential treatment in ,-[.. erriment-coritradili-
7,p

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
MONITORING

CONSIDERATIONS FOR
EVALUATION

LIMITATIONS IN
IMPLEMENTATION

EFFECTS

tt.

#1-

be the ten' ure of such telationsliLips. Industries might not be wjl,
ling to continue if the fail to exceed'i certain margin of pr

.

Monitoring would bet,ensurethatsuch relationships con-
tinue to operate in the best interest of vocational education.
Standards of performance would,be developed and these
would be used as a guide for monitoring.

Like monitoring, evaluation would be to ensurelhattke rela- .

tionshipi operate lathe best interest,of vocational education.
Either state or federal Personnel could be responsible for eval-
uation. Since the federal government would only
indirect cOntributions, no fopaireporting-stiould

-

The prime (imitation would be the unwillingness of ind
torrlicipate in;such eye-111,4re. If wild plate quite a_
responSibility.on the Oarticirattngindustrynknother limitation
would bthe lap of.'S nsoxS for)certain types cif progiirng .,!p
since spot:isms-11V wo_u deperid on the OrOfitabilitY tithe
firm: This could givie r'i e to spVeitorship being limitedto.the ;._
moresofibistickted technical area's.. Yet another:problem would

CONSEQUENCES

4.r):a14'

Ifilli"A:4T EVALUATION\
The short-ranige erect wotV,d be the flurrY
suc program-rif the compensation we(eia

.rut) t imiAtte se could recognize sub
tkhis kin ionsfilp could become insti

- 4-
heTrirn nsequeoceWW.ildtie effective and u -date e
rogra s cloSer bond between vocational education alibi

th i ate tor such trim there WoOlC1 bib co May
bee educationland work. It is Pulped that indu s woulg

iirioreiresponsibility and he greater ckmmitmen

otivitY to initiate
te. In the long

ntial gains and
ized.

%. -44.4

,

.............- 4,,

..

. .-, -8,_-_. ..---7-...
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POSSOILITyrSIDR'SQ-0,
CESSFUI::
INTPLEWENTATIOV

/2,PeLltICAE FE*BILITY

traini
-gram

. cal bi

. An uninteilk consequencecould be that the Pro-
ight begin .to reflect the philosophical anpechnologi-
of some industries.'

If)ntenlive4 were adequate, this could very easily be
implemented.

4 feasible politically. Again, the issue wciuldibelhe benefits
bciaccrUed by industry. Another concern..would be the

degree of Oversight...control that wpuld be exerted by federal
. agencies.

No significant change in stakts quo would occUr,Pci4ACI L FORCHANO -

., CiF STATUS OU0 4

-006T/SENEFITANAtyptS--

Cost 7 Ben tit
.0)INDUSTRY- inoki....--:\WOuld.meetcorporate.social responsibility:

''''"7'` try time-wise, financially-iit/ i,5 . to .

VIStor other federar'privileges."
'.,- -;,. A

-..,...- ., \ (.. -
.. 4;),:.

(. pport unity to influence the:preparation of a po:olot

,
, :s.

. . potenttlX.wprker,S?"
.. . 4' it: .. *';'... `

.. .- i
L

.-

NAL. a Eiwpt fOr time and . i A constant source of support. ..

N .-; organizational 'arrangp- .-:,.- asilr's"
tifpients, cost would be I.-ligher.q tirit gralh's: 'I.--
minimal. -...4 .,,-- . Q

..P
_^

81Lr.
'- Opportuni..,, .

?..

Materially.

Minimal cost: Sorrie 1;1
4esknues*,- but thik
be outw d
benefits t voc

ucation from' ti-retr.
UpriOhips.

C L :$1.".'fist to st idents.

?" 4

'..01vocetional education.

Relief from menting -artificial measures to.s
ensurer.an effective vocational educa,a-Ostem.

To°

/ .300.

'" Higher-quayy programs.

In4criksedprobabilll \of placement:



*1, .

Policy #10: Create a vocational-education/private-dec dbcOptrationioutidation
, -

tsupported by a small cooperative tax.- i -- .i

r -I'

,
POLICY DESCOmnTION

OVERV1XW t °

c
Provide incentivesfor thedevelopmeht or a vocational-
education/private-sector (VERS.) codpepative foundation: Am.
small corporate tax could beusid to Nina CEPS cooperative
relaijohship The foundatioh'a6bld,be ?et' uppo that a
Vbcationat ducation/Private-Sea1pE Ceoperation Review- (*-
board co prised of repregentati rom induslry and voca
tional educatioR:cPuld-be respoils for ihedisbursement of
tunds.that would be uied tc:i4und VETS cooperative activities.

'
objective of the VEPS doper

stabiished and stpdards perf rinanse should
iiect,Tbe;ravi*:.bba w .uld be allocated th
OnSuci... at objectives were metnd that s

-

JONS1DEEIATIONS',F
MONITORItil

lye otindation °A bp
deter-

resp nsibility
andard§ were
d to prepare a

4, report.

eioNSIOERfTIONS F,OR
,EVALUATION'

WIT.ATIVIRS IN
IMPLEMENTATION

-

tie review; board woUl- tie requi
of action at-d'in 'yelp

4 -3`
Evaluat em tanddrds woulde. re among,-1

(.1) 11.40dS 'wite§equiiablyodistre: fed; (2) f
fiir legitimate pu-ePOses, tifilfe;

d. *:ti 4_ .4

signnica
nt`of dig alfaxes. Prob could also aril v relAtinp.

ocadures,fot. nas and am. g e
Wes fa r ttj culd,ibe le tely used.

tether things that
were disiributed'

were effeqtiVely

and y indultry toward pay-t

a

1
PACT ION (2

-EF..FEC7

CONSEdUENCE§

therelwoutd be ail = ry
e:fu As ti passes: re tion

strfirmpOnds urripe eata lished
eattemots to-enga in cooperative acti

i,.... -

cooPEratiye yities
hips would be bil-

om the n'Orly

any mote cooperativiLbongsbetween V O.

stitutiens apd the privit'sectikr won .establ ed. There
uld also be a greater senVivity to the valve of citation.

_If funding_vilre not sufficiently attractive; increas.
fewet

( instittaio4 d pAi ate an he 4... _d Id become
ingffectiye.

tndttries plerrwil
Ifforeuld e

POSSIBILITY FOR SUC-co
dEssrut_
4MPLEMENTATION

qe

-v

_)
Al



POkI1AL FiASIE3IfITY

TOTINTIALtE,OWCHANG
OF STATUS WO.

3

Moderatepolitical.feasi ility because Of anticipated resistance
fratsome corporat'nn .;

' .Z.1 x

No significant change In sta to would occur.
, ._..-

-.;-;
r 77,_(

't .a. . r:

COST/BENEhT ANALYSIS

)t 4-Benefit
Nt

ity to exert SQMEr ontr

'40

I of EPCOOperti-

inRiendsiKaiiable to underwrite the cost ol r
vocational education institutions that might no
longer be needed.

'VC TIONAL Minimal cost. Only-cost Better programs.
EDUCATION , in terms 0f timespeht by ".

personnel: OppOrtuni/y Ict

OVERSIGHT
i,,A3gNCIEB.

Minimal cost:

No c st W students.- ^t-
4.'6 ",It

n9,erwrite the c 4-4:4 developing
cooperative structures.

o

-1The ifflprovement 'Of vocational e 48 uca on rough
reittiti suptibrt trom OTAttri"

enefi to be accrupci'frohi ailabiti-oi better
g1 ota

a
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Policy #11 For !Alta i
-i.. ._

71 vii'w.civeW
..-.. i ; . ,- . .i .. ..,.

Require the fomiilati,on of indifStr astistance Plants-4 *PM so r
that industries cian develop plans to prOvide assistance to yoca-
tional education institutions. Industries should bspeidi direct
,;sum, or a Scaled level of tax benefits Nuld be provided ccord-
fpg to t oompleteness of assistance and the level of i dustrial
inriestn _in time, money, effort, new equipment, and new
facilities, '7

.
- ?

. -

POLICY DESC RTiON

-

)

CONSI ERATIONg F011
:ttylOyt RING

-

r

CONSIDERAT1ONAR,
EVALUATION ti

I

uStry assistance RI

rr

Tlikplans dulitbe evaluated by the federal government
/Ybefot 8 t nds were distributed as to theWorthiness of the

plan 4kft)). ISvel of benefits to be received. Monitoting would
be as tR_Iised through an accountability system wherein
vet itsnaliiducatiOn personnel reviewtqe plansthat were
Su 'tied and kept track of the assistance received.ia-

The prihleidous of evaluation wodcfbe :whether oranot the
assistande.noted in the plans was provided. Evaluation shou1
also be made lopsisu,re that any assistant was in the best
inke,rest of the, votetio I ed Eilion pro end ,ofAt the en,of the

OF,ritiinding.oltiod the fit ld be reque 7 d to`prepaP rt
reports to sSess the depree to, which th it per-

s consisten with fhe plans.

WMITATIOIV ANi
IkAPp.,A)1ENTATI

for -co,
-of 01
Tette

4

-EFFECTS

-CONSEOUEN4ES

d well consides th
task. fiere agai,q.
to such a light ie.

kkfTION C iie i--r

ere sufflaltffhly attr iti, many industries
te in th .shortandlong run and

vel of priyate- ectOcs-4tiport for voca-

ttOnal

.7 .

ente _and. rganized volun,
8U1

..Pr

: .4.14:117.1?

a on institu pursue a
est interest, and there would be n

deliv ry sysiterps toaccommodate v

a medipere oseibility
[ties wq be willing to -accept- the bty

rmilized struc ure unleS ere w arative

POSSIBILITY FOR
tESB
IMPLOAENTA

nable voca-
Athat was in its

needed _restructure of
ntary tit)ntributions.,.

thi



FpcSIBILITY

-POTENTIAL FOR HANGe.
itYF 4TATUS op

."

q4 e rY feasibleble politically.

Status quo.would not eange. The unorganized system of sup-
ort would become formalized.

ST /BENEFIT AILLYSIS ,

a .

time Finanqiat-remunerations for\the dthlivery'Of servi-,, . . -0. - ., [ -... , , .4)9.

OpportuniMo influence th'''''isi. is tralninPunct

CATIONAL
E UCATION

ormalized system of rapport from the private
sector.

.
Opportunity tcoittibh institutional needs with the

43 yoluhteer resources of the privaterqtor.'_

OVER 46 e to fail' oversight .,,:Flaving industry udder e some oftheit ost 534, i:
AGENCIES' nsibilities ,(*; 4-.' -delivering vocatio Vtiucation services. ..,' .:

... , \ 1 ...

4

..+ e'.'' : CIOSIM the 9ap between education-and work.

L., to students I. from high-qUtlity programs.
4.-

ester opportunities to gain i ce...
. , : ;.14

-.1

: A ire-



:4efederalcontracts to ire stries sot heyAanoffer-Trajjaiht
Ns-,

POLICY DESCRIPTION

CONSiDERATIONS.FOR
MONITORING

CONSIDERA
EVALUAT

...

ONIFOR

rtra IONS IN
fMPI"ENTAT ION

.i,i
plement a policy whereby federal contracts would be issted

toms on a competitive basis to provide services in vtcational
education. Among services that should be included: updating
teachers, curributtNevaluation, and modifying equipr%ent_

,.
. I

Monitoring mechanisms are already in place in federal poll
'for Contracting Witil private agencies. These could be. applied!
to,firgis that respond to, requests for proposais (RFPs) to
deliver seeroces.to vocational educati n institutions. .$)

',N .ii,

RFC's would be evaleaked using criter that would ensure the
provision of Vgtirqualitypervie . Here again, provisions are

aiiti,alre lristiftit, r for the formative eValuatiali of government
Contra ts., -, 'e 4.

4
.

..!

-Much resistance would ome Vom,thdse in the ional edu-
'catici omrhuriity;'Sinc this would viewed gs ihge"ment
an thei area cif SerVice.f.Ohe vocaticSAIedudation_c§himunitV.
iriii4sLb tupportive in order jor the policyto be Sil,cceSsfully
ilfietileme ted:. 'r

TS

PACT, EVALUATION?

Would involve many co antes in the delivery of services to
education n a cpotracttial basis. Initial discontent

the short term would turn to support in the long run:: if ser-
vices were effectively cddelivered iindjksignificant contributions
were made to the imProvementi:of Vocational education.

OSSISWIT R &Jett,
ESSFUL

IklptEWENT

POLITICAL FEASI ITY Mediodre

A vari
equi
would create
run, which wo
Warn the privet

_:____CoAd be su
Zietly attrac

411

rvices tor which tt pl fate actor is better
be delivered to vo as edUcation. This

closer bond between these entititortthejstog!*
1p se ure morerespaisibility and commitment
sec rativeweztures.

POTENTIAL FORFOR CHANGE
IN

r

Iipplemerited

;

ical feasibility.

ajNouldchange the Status quo BicEitne of dOfere,nces in
resource illo.cation, status aliocatio d Organiatton

. -

arrangements.

the rewards were suffi--. t

79



CaSTMENEFIT ANALYSIS

Cost 4`."

INDUSiRY Cost of preparing
proposals.

rftt of developing
th&cl-lanisms for delCv.er-
ing services.

VOCATIONAL
EDUCATIONI
OVERSIGHT Financial cost to _corn:-
AGENCIE tiNg:

inclustrieS

Cost of falfilling over-
sight responsibility.

No significant cost. Tirrie
would be invested in
accome6dating the
industries providing
services.

CLIENTS No cost to students.

Benefit fttt..;cA.7"

Remuneration for the services

Opportunity to irifluence the public training system.

red.

Significant benefits bec se aspects o a voca-
tie% leducation delivery tem could be improved
by izing the services of incttistry.

Improvement of she Vocational education system
nationally:

Closer link betdveen education and work.

Credit for any improvement realized.

Participation in high-quality programs.
, 4

1
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.911APTER 6'

.:bovaCtts1011'. ''''L
_

Cooperation bet ee vocationtl:tiducation.an.,dth
...4

teseclor is one of the basitpriictical
, ..-:. ° ...,.-,),-

ideal in vocational educ tiorLWe' prepare p ople for,jobs rsid r orically we have con erficP1
neceksary te5liCt in convert with thesorgaKi tions that .e 13)6 graduates. Suthuni n in_' l
action can accrue mp benefits td bot cationpl and induitg jormizar ns. Generally-tit is.
tWough such collaborative re.lationshrp rvobatidnal educatiA rierhai espOnsiVe. to industrA
needs. and it is this bond that gives ernploy r,01an gyve ue aerrture th' eft, Vollpiipar lomat 4. .

their future eniployeesio, ,a -. !; 1!4V, :Iv . -44
.

.
, '','

_:.Ai,_History and traditionohowever, have -don '" a-bei en- tro
tion and tffe-Pcrivate sector. After decades f purStir uch relate strips- heat° f4 till corn - A

plaints about the primitive and superr is n re of ooperatiVe ties; ,7t,,Z Id of i_ ustry-education
cooperation is still described as"fra mented, duplica41*, and a floc.i'ilgthe fiterriptUrP 011,t
cooperation between vocational edu ation and the rite s isNles, i- as Co sisting*moslly-'; 4*,

*7'7"of "an dotes and testimonials su esSifil sch0o17buSines
business?

anti ad'ourthdineed foir
and virtQes of closer working relaronsh s brpween''ich-0461ifficrtlusinesar 0 1981, p. 69). ",

'-' : i 4, - -.,,t ._L a '' .
. .

This does not mean 6 t_s iticantstudieah e not been.rnideand that exeM ary relation--..ships, do not exist. What it does rtn is that, .effi the importanCtof
private- sector (VEPS) cooperatiof to the Ma finance Of pigh-quallty,
many decades that ts idel has been centre vocational edii

ational-educationt
ograrna, given th

Patilbsop y ..erative
arrangements have t mat red to the point=w re there is co tipuity betowee i7i5hrand.7.
vlorkor; for_Fat matter, mutual benefit along with c mmitment and re9 pan ;.- ;;;`

' is"abunpant operaifion between vOoiktional ed cat n an :priitfate sec ,f 'ciwam :.., .-.. :

tie coil bor and there are almost no;!relatias at can be destribieCi as integr OAT. or ::-.
j043, gratibn represent the highest = -els of aoofierative Maturity and matey authors'

- din the fi Ia e as oiled thaettlesa-lavalt,o. f m rity are where we.should cr c our visioi)
-a_

...s,:....,

.betwee theie-two tit"---lieThe differences lead to a hoil -df. problem that un e ine theeffec- ,,-; .

. tr
-_.-----:

present st tus. of t PS' perative practice is deeply root in the in rent differeneles: ,.4;''

tivene f coOperiitiv -arrangements. ft-iiis further compounded by two m ordefiCflicies in the* 1
establis Tent of cooperative tii(Ilirst***-thifiatives.andifforts*t coo rate are not Con-
ceived a manner that ackinowlpdgeifheiconiplexitie of thebbsirie o rd and the diffictilties of
atte pting to foster harmon mon-g.tWo'onization titiet.that a unique and historically ..-\,.. , a

'different. Second, although erative initiatives abou d, linkage ar ngernents are formulated
wit ut the benelitqf prope essment*Irrhat objectives canigbe t accomplished cooper ;.7
ov and what cooperative egies are rose feaSible for the attainment uch objectives,:

.. 4. _/- &
° 4 There 'dire need f Initijoarea. objecti s should ea_ tiriita sense df

i a nea rid.fosterin understandi in tree- eld, hat both v ational ed n
,

"°1,T.' . ejnore_ seas! iiiipopdus 1 per r Inte ependence, d both gr gips ant.



?'be ajltune_d to the amOlexities of; tindthe poSsibilities for; coopesfetir. Policy objectives shduld
also i efforts to : s integrative ties whereby mntitual resSonsibllity and commitment

ccompanips rAutt:, 1 ii:...
erablepol0 io

;4,0 L'

It N t
.

khoiedge g
. arrangeree

vw
:7!4,i,, -: t :,- '

,TE . The pplicy natj)tes.s6ggested in Chap d5 are attempts to accomplish these eficy;
bjecti s.;-T'e isiopietruly integrated VEPS operative ties is far mor than an empty hope.

With7a lifinifnesstoOderstand; accommodate. and sbarekand with -the iiore_sence of adequgle_
policsti uli. our hopAcan materialize., The gap between trainingand Odarittion dr, thee hiatus
ql wee et-OCation.and work may somb day be indistinguishable. -. .

t1/4.- A.

d the gap between education and rk is dlimrnated: Hence; pre ':::
e creation-of an pp ers.tanding"of S cooperation through,

ssemination and (2 orts to reseinctuitAe forms otcooperative
tttgrative ties pftwemerg , ', ' IN

4, ,
`A.:),



0144'
SAMPLE LISTING OF VOCATION14.=.EOLMATION/ORIVATE=SECTOR

CQOPERATIVE-PRACTIOES`
.," ti.e

4,1" 014
0. 4

Industrial resource persons Ior Car'efOr orientation (e.g., mock interviews. employability s
skills)

' Staff development for indpstfial person anti vocational rnstructorsr

4- Donations of equipment
.

Sharing of facilities, equipment, materials pemonrielt
-

diSnations of scholarship's

Cooperativb planning for instructio al progrgm
4,44.

Cooparati educationon-site experience.

Use of industry personnel as instructors .4. k
.

Ar'

-

` Financial - contributions 4cesuipportschool-aqt
.

Parlicipatip of ihdus 'personnel on adviiqrY

s of curricula; policies and managementIndustry personnel performing evalu
_ practices

44
--Staff exchange programs (managers, teachers.

do

in

, .

r

ittees ,

4,DInduiry provision of labpr mar
lir

.

Adopt-a-school pr
?....

4
Center
from both e.

Industry servi
r

Teacher

.

rmati n

atid'industry providingj
nd he pri ate s.4.ctor--.,

t a frig progra

ogram

In"dllst tritintvg prop
dbct specific industrial t

-
,:111

ere the
ng.f8r 'a fee

i.

ool

4: - tr:tors)

ainin Utili t

IrS,f

cn

ti

e s ills o individuals

ith a speqii
ti

lic industry to cIon-
9' A( n

--r

41,



Business-sponsored recogni ions.atiutstanding touchers and students V
t

Training programs set up by fyi ustries specifically to train high school stud me and
adults, in specific areas

JD

lJse of industry expertise to train vocational instructors
-

Development of curriculUm 'materials by industry

Establishment of a consortium of business and industries; working together with edU4a=
tional institutions; in a shopping center arrangement to provide training and produce. ;.
goods

Joint use of expensive machinery:
Q

echribIngy exchange centers
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APPENDIX B

INITIAL EVALUATION OF TWENTY -EIGHT POLICY OPTIONS

Policies
.

Restructure vocational
education plant-linger
requirements and
funding furmulae.

Advantages

Aler4s states and localities of the importance
of and priority given to coordination.

2. Ensures that some consideration is given
to cooperation in planning:

Disadvantagei

1 State plans become compliance
documents that may not affect VEPS
cooperative practice.

2. St tes will have to redesign procedures.

Resistance Potential

May receive some resistance 'from vocational
\education because of perceived burden.

Create a clearing-
house for vocationa
education/private-
sector cooperation.

Advantages

Creates a system of diffusion targeted to
the area of VEPS coOperation. Motivates
change;

Disadvantages

Cost in d signing and operating -sUoh a
system.

_r
Resistance Potential

Little resistance. May be the perception that
the ERIC system already fulfills this function.

4.

'Identify case
histories of cooper-
ative relationships.

Advantages

Disseminates knowledge of exemplary
coordinative relationships. r -

Disadvantages

May not be cost-effective.

Resistance Potential

May be rceived as_ an inappropriate use of
resources May be the perception that there
are better ays of utilizing funds..



INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

Policies

Mandate evIdence
of professional
growth for vocational
instructors.

Advantages

1. 'Ensures that instructors participate in
inservice training.

2. Contributes to quaX lity of programs.

Disadvantages

1 . Cost and inconvenience.

Resistance Potential

Strong resistance from the vocational kduca
tion community because of potential cost
and inconvenience.

Fund research
leading to a theory
of vocational- -

education ..

priviate-sector
cooperation

AdVantagei

Contributions to general knowledge
about VEPS cooperation:

. Has high bseential for improving
peact ices.

-Disadvantages

1. Time span betWeen research and practice.

Resistance Potential

Concerns about funds not being invested in
actual VEPS.activities.

r.

provide seed money
for development of
a vocational education
private-sector clear-
inghouse.

a.

Y

Advantages

.1. ncourages the development o
collaborated arrangements.

'Disadvantages

1. Loss to funding agency. Especially
when success depends on local initiiptive
and interest.

Resistance Potential

Little resistance. Some concern about the
mount of funds iffat is necessary to develop
these ties.

4.

I

r
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rovidg incentives
for local companies
to support vocational
?ducation programs:

INITIAL EVALUATION (continued).
41

Policies

Develop a catalog or
resource file on
context-specific
barriers and .
facilitators or
vocational-education
private-sector
cooperation.

Advantages

1. Assists localities in developing
cooperative arrangements.

Disadvantages

2. Questionable as to whether this document
will be used sufficiently to warrant its
development.

Resisstance Potential

Little resistance. May be some concern about
cost-effectiveness.

Provide funds for.
vocational-education
private-sector
dialogue.

Advantages

1. Creates a forum for communication on
a variety of issues. Helps groups to
understand each other.

Disadvantages

1. Dialogue does not always lead to action.
Nothing substantial may result

Resistance Potential

Little resistance. Concern that funds may
be better utilized.

Advantages

1. More support for vocational education.

2. Involves private sector.

Disadvantages

1. Support may nor be useful unless it is
channeled and managed so vocational
education is notubject to the whims of
the private sectors.

Resistance Potential

Little resistance.'
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INTITAL EVALUATION cOntinued)

Policies

Establish industrial

curriculurii evaluation

committees,

Advantages

1; Gives impetus for keeping programs

up-to-date.

2; Secures industry involvement and

commitment.

Disadvantages

1, Unavailable industrial personnel.

2. Industrial personnel may not give

priority to some nontechnical content

considered essential by vocational

education.

co

Requires full.time

private sector coordi-

nators (PSC) at

vocational institutions.

Advantages

someEnsures s me form of VEPS cooperation,

2. Contributes to quality programs.

3. Contribdtes to Clbse industry ties.

Disadvantages'

1. Cost in a time of budgeting constraints.

2. Position may not have a high priority in

some institutions.

Resistance Potential

Strong resistaq
t,
ce from vocational education

because _it 4surp sgme.ofits evaluative--

responsibilities.

Resistance Potential

Claim may be raised that vocational instructors

already perform this function and there is no

necessity to create such a position.

1 0
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INITIAL EVALUATION (cOntifiued)

Policies

t
I Advantages ResistanCe P ential

Mandate professional 1, EnsureS inteVita training, Resistance by vocational education because

deveropment leaves fore
f ,,

.

of potential.,cost and inconvenience-.

instructors; 2. Contributesito qualiw programs;

4 i

3. Fostersfreater visibility of vocational

education in industry. .
,

, .
Pis'aciVantages ,

1. Cost to institution; -,,$

i, -,-, ,r
2. May be inconvenient. , ,

,
1

,
$

Advantages . Resistance Potential
.i . ,

Supply fund to , , 1; Acts as effective inservice program . Resista.nce_by state:departments of_vocational

idustry for to keep instructors up.to-date, education because this takes away funds and

professional some control,, ,

updating of 2, Can Secure strong commitment from. .

teachers, industry, , ,

.

.,
.

Disadvantages , ,

P .

1, Funds will have to come from those

available to state departments of -,.

. vocational education.

.
.

2, Potential for this to mushroom into . ,

something large and infringe_on the_
, '

territory of teacher training institutions.

,

.

V

-

}03



INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

Policiei .
Provide funds for
vocational-education
Private-sector.
cooperation_
demonstration
sites.

Advantages

1. Serves s as a source of information as to
what ,-/v rkS in VEPS relationS.

Disadvantages

1. Questionable as to whether the system
of diffusion will make this effort
worthwhile;

Resistance Potential

Little resistance. May be some discontent
about the selection of demonstration sites.
Some may raise the issue that demonstration
projects have done little to foster VEPS
cooperation.

Initiate federal
insurance - programs
tO cover liabilities: f
vocational education
students and faculty
who work in industry.

Advantages

1. Reduces the reluctance df_industry to
participate in programs where outside
personnel must be in the plant,

Disadvantages

1. Cost to government.

2. Will not be cost-effective without
extensive use by vocational education
industrial facilities.

Resistance Potential

That the visibility detracts;from the funds
available to state may be some resistance.

Establish multi-agency,
tethnblogy-priority
councils (TParto
develop training
priorities.

Advantages

1. - Secure multi-agency commitment;

- 2. Creates a source of leadership in VEPS
cooperation.

Disadvantages

1. Questionable as to whether priorities-will
be observed.

Resistance Potential

Vocational duckion* agencies may raise ,

questons about priority development being
out of their control;
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INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

Policies

PrOvide funds for
target demonstration
projects to develop
vocational-bducation
private-sector cooper-
ative structures to
Igddress specific
problems:

Advantages

Encourages independent thinking and
planning of cooperative arrangements:

Provides exemplary demonstration sites
that can be a source of information.

Disadvantages

Diffusion of exemplary practices may
take some time

Difficulty in'telacting target problems
and target sites:

I Resistance Potential

Little resistance. _

Provide fund's for
registry of employee§
frOm state -of- the -art
industrial facilities
who are available for
loan to vocational
institutions.

V

Advantage

Formalizes a systt`m of getting instruc-
tors from indu,stfy on loan. Makes it
convenient for vocational educators.

.Disadvantages

1. lndustfies may not want to make such a
commitment without a substantial
incentive.

Resistance Potential

There will b' an unwillingness of
industry to ticipate in this program.

10E
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INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

.

Policies

Sponsor speciality
training center. or
centers of .(-
excellence.

Advantagei

. Ensures that vocational education keeps
abreast af)technology in most program
areas;

2. Secures commitment frbm industries
and giVes them good reason to
participate.

Disadvantages

. These centers would be widely dispersed.

2. A rotation or diffusion System must be
developed to ensure that knowledge is
difficult. I

Resistance Potential

There may be a strong sentiment to create
these centers in already-existing institution!
This'will detract from the progranl and
would make securing industry involvement
and,,ommitment difficult.

Align national and
local industry=
education cooperative
structures.

Advantages
7-

1. Creates a structure to ensure vocation4-
education private sector collaboration.

k 2. Fosters potential for strong national
leadership in encouraging cooperative
ties.

t Resisuince Potent

Strong resistance from advisorycounclls
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INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

.111/=.1.1111.MmMilmel11111..1.1IMIIIIIllymiMENNENINIMMENNYMI.1.11.1P

,Polities e4)

4

E,stablish adopt.a._ _

prograin_cooperativ6

relationships. .

.

Advantages

\ 1; Promotes closer relatipnships between

school and work.
-/4

.

Gives more responsibility to par

ing irdustires,

Disadvantages ,

,

1, Potential for industry to exert control

over program.

2; Difficulty in getting industries to

pate in this manner,

v

icipai-

partici:

Resistance Potential

Little resistance by the vocational education

community betause of the potential for high:

quality programs. Industries cannot be forced .

to participate. They tray resist because bf the

increased commitment.

4

.

.,

,

. .

Initiate vocational-

education private.

sectlor cooperation

foundations supported

by a small cooperative
,

tax.

,

.,

.
Advantages

..9),..

1, Serves as a source of funds for vocational

education, ,

, .

2. Secures some industrial commitment

from the private sector.

Disadvantages i
1, Unwillingness of corporations to pay

additional tans.

2: Indeistry will exert some control over the ,-,,

' use of funds.

,

Heavy resistance by industry because of the

increased loss to them and the sentiment in

some areas that vocational education does not

help: ,

,

.

0
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INITIAL EVALUATION (continued)

.......,=111%,.....
Policies

Require industrial

experience component

in most vocational

education programs.

Advantages

1, Acts as an avenue for securing industrial

involvement.

2. Gives industrial exposure for students.

3. Provides better.quality training,

Disadvantages

1. EXterids the length of programs.

2. May be burdensome to vocational edifcatibii,

3, May disccourage industry participation in

the program;

Resistance Potential

Much resistance by vocational tdiitatibri

because of the increased burden and responsi

bility and the threat to program enrollment.

Formulate industry,

education cooperation

plait

Advantages

1. Secures more commitment from industry.

.

2. Allows nature of cooperation to be evalu-

ate'd before operation.

3, Creates close bonds by formalizing the

relationship.

Disadvantages

1: Perceived burden on industry and Voca:

tional education.

2. Plan can easily become a compliance

document only,

3. May deter industry fronl participating

in vocational education programs.

Resistance Potential

Much resistance 'by vocational education and

the private sector because of the increased

burden,

TIM
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INIT46 EVALUATION (continued)

Policies ,

Establish matioh-

wide network' f equip-

ment banks.

,

.

.

Advantagt

1. Enhances cost-effectiveness of vocational

education 'programs. .

2. Creates potential for securing previously

unavailable equipment;

, .

Disadvantages

1. Cost of setting 6p network,

2. Questionable as to whether equipment will

be up-to-date.

Resistance Potential

tittle resistance since vocational education

will be receiving free equipment and industry

will be making voluntary donations;

'

, . ,

.

,

Create inschool for

in-plant) production

shops;
,

.

, Advabtages
.

,

1. Bridles the gap between education and

work.

__ _

Disadvantages

1. Requires restructuring of current voca

tional education instructional strategies,

Mfr....

Resiitance Potential

Some industries may consider the school a

competitor. Some unions may protest. Some

resistance from the vocational education corn-

[triunity can be expected: ;

,

pp
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INITIAL EVALUATION (continued}

Policies

ssue federal contracts

dices.
for training

fticeS.

Advantages

1.- Bridges the gap betWeen educatiOn and -

work.

2. Advancesocurrency of technical knowledge.

Disadvantages

May ignore some basic vocational education
values.

Resistance Potential

Vocational Education community will resist
'because it may perteive this infringement on
its rights.

:urid the development
if entrepreneurial
raining and production
,enters.

Advantages

1 Promotes cooperation with industry ig
neutral ground.

z
2. Bridges gap between education

and work.

Resistance Potential

Some industries may look unfavorably on the
the idea because of the potential of increased
competition.
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